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DEDICATION
It’s nothing at all that I dedicating this book to this friends of mine because of without their

support, I was not alive nor I could complete this book for the audiences, but even for sure I couldn’t
reach my current political position what is not possible for everybody to reach.

To:
Nienie Dare, Ms. Shanon, all of the others who work in CIA
Microsoft, Bill Gates
DOJ (The United States Department of Justice)
USSS (The United States Secret Service)
Professor Stephen Hawking (Cambridge-University-London)
To the soul of Michael Jackson
Henry Alfred Kissinger
Barack Obama
Michelle Obama
Hillary Clinton
Joe Biden
Associated Press
Katsav and Netanyahu and Sharon
Pope
Professor Alireza Salehi Golsefidy (Princeton and UCSD - Departments of Mathematics) and

Majid Rafizade (Harvard)
Faeghe Atashin
Akbar Ganji
Reza Pahlavi
Dear Crina Boros, Robert Gargiulo, John Pilger
My friends in British Embassy in Tehran, Queen Elizabeth and Her Majesty The Queen
COTTIN Martine (France Embassy, Turkey)
DARPA Personals
Mary Yebba
NASA (and my dear friend, the current personal of publics communication there)
IFRC
Interpol
Human Rights Watch



 



Acknowledgment
Not only is the declassification of secret

information of military and technological advancements
to the public prohibited in New World Order, but also
declassification of the secret history is a great
problem for those who want to write a nonfiction and
valuable book like this.

Here it is, what you don’t know! Where you loved to be and
what you loved to learn! Your brain likes to learn something new,
it is hungry to devour that kind of knowledge that is not like
the ready-to-serve products that a mass marketing company would
have you ingest! The Wall Street walnut, the wan and wine
wandering walrus waltzing wants wanton war warble!

I remember that it was many month ago when I informed the US
President that I like to write a book. I had written to him that
the subject of my book would be relating to the latest US
Presidential Election but because of the many accidents that have
happened since sending these messages, and also because I
received a vast variety of new information, only a very limited
part of this book now is about the 2013 US Presidential Election.

I have been all around hell, all around the Globe. I have
stayed in Russia, places so cold that your very bones inside of
you shriek, so deep inside of its underground city, where you ask
yourself “How is it possible for satellites with their warheads
to track me here?” I have traveled to the Philippines with its
beautiful and tasty confectioneries and its girls, inside the
Manila bars and clubs. And then the Middle East, years ago, in
the dark and fearful deserts along the Esfahan-Tehran highways in
Iran. I recall the sensation of that cold dusty air in my lungs,
but I as my thoughts drift back to those hours, I begin
experiencing a different feeling in that hard and cold situation,
the animal farm nearby, and me, on the run. It’s about 2 AM and I
am in my car. Damn it’s so dark. From the side of the highway I
hear something like a scream but I tell myself it’s no problem,
it’s only a nightmare, a hallucination caused by the
environmental situation of the ecosystem of my current
geographical location. My mother is praying for her son to come
back home soon. But I left her alone. And here, inside my car, I
have only a knife and my secret documents here in my briefcase.

Right now 15/02/2014 I’m in Turkey. Today when I decided to write a
brief memo about a few years of my 12 years cooperation with The White
House and The Central Intelligence Agency and many years of cooperation
with Human Rights Watch (HRW) and IFRC (International Federation of Red
Cross and Red Crescent Societies); a few political leaders of England and
France, agents of NSA (The National Security Agency, who didn’t let me to
submit any information before) and CIA agents and Mossad and Shin Bet
(Shabak) and USSS (The United States Secret Service) and Microsoft and DOJ
(The United States Department of Justice) communicated with me about what
am I started to write now? While Dell and Intel company had some
unidentified and covert communications with me and for sure they and also
the National Institutes of Health (NIH) also acted behind the scene (Dell,
from when I sent a fax to Princeton University many years ago while for



from when I sent a fax to Princeton University many years ago while for
sure they affect the politics and the events what happens on the Earth)
but writing this book was not such an important complaint for them which
causes that they find me again and ask me about what I am started to write
now, however I had a contact from the United States Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) about what I am started to write now!

This is the first book what I am writing as one of the Secret Agents
of The Central Intelligence Agency and as the honorary decision maker of
President Barack Obama1 (see the footnote).
For sure to maintain security and safety we must keep international secret
information so I don’t have the permission of leaking very top-secret
information what not only going to threaten US security and also going to
weaken our homeland but causes that I lose my security and safety, get
torture and some hidden hands attack me. However, you will learn about
lots of secret information through reading this book. You will learn more
about some parts of my life and also some parts of president Obama’s life,
for those people whom heard my name but they like to gain more knowledge
about me and also about what happened recently in Iran, Israel, England,
Turkey, France, Russia, and the relations and the affections of their
policy on the American’s policy and the relations and the affections of
the American’s policy on their policy and also on their diplomacy; a
limited but a concise part of our private communications. In Chapter 1
(and also in Chapter 3) I started to write about violations against
humanity. In Chapter 2 I going to describe the activities of some of the
enemies of the US president (also, I going to describe you more about the
recent/modern medications, about when somebody gets infected by HIV then
what he must do to heal his self from the viruses, using anti retro-viral
drugs, and also I will describe you about what is
Cardiac & Pulmonary Rehabilitation (CPR)). In Chapter 3 you going to learn
more about secret history and secret technologies, you will see some
secret and classified pictures of underground naval bases and also you
going to learn more about what happened to me. Chapter 4 is about
espionage at most. Chapter 5 is about Communications Security and on-line
(Internet) privacy and also it contains the notes of president Barack
Obama and Chapter 6 is about what will happen in future, Russians
advancements (Aeroflot aerospace technology, etc.) and not only about US
military and technological future plans but also about international
technological plans such as permanent human colony on Mars what you and
your children going to see in future soon, many future plans what you
haven’t seen somewhere else but maybe during the next few month some other
authors use inside of their book for public, later. There are some parts
of the secret history what remained untold forever because of I didn’t
receive any kind of supports (such as political support) by the people who
were living during the current century!

Few month ago while I was a UN Refugee in Turkey2 but I got
sold so I was under attack and I got sleep deprived (as one of
the methods of torture) for a few weeks every nights. One of the
main causes of these kind of tortures on me was only because of
that I informed The White House: “I like to write a book”. Some
people think one political leader of a country, alone, can
maintain the ideal security for them but not only they are wrong
but also every people who work for any political leader or any
agency in a group, the group competitors attack him, sue them
against each other, destroy their relations, then even if you
don’t have any complaint with these competitors they attack you.

CIA agents of the Public Affairs of The Central



CIA agents of the Public Affairs of The Central
Intelligence Agency, like: dear agent Shannon and my lovely
friend agent Nienie Dare decided to give a foreword for this
book but because of the similarity of their foreword with the
contents of my book and while for public it was so hard to
understand so I decided not to write what they gave me about
this book but it was a foreword to describe their love to me
while they liked to say: We caused lots of problems in your
life, also. We are not that much cold and you are aware of that.
Here in Public Affairs mistakes melting down the planet of
people who are not aware. You shall know the truth and the truth
shall make you free. He had his life threatened for completing
this book so that he would dedicate lots of information to you.

CIA told me3 if I write a good book so they (probably) going
to submit my name in The CIA World Fact Book 2035. It’s
interesting that I tell you, as an intelligence cooperator even
when me or my friends are under attack (or harassment, while I
hadn’t any satellite support, I got annoyed by them, etc. What
are not unclassifiable to the people of the current decades)
while everyday it’s like a habit for many private and
governmental companies what I had communication with them before
that they attack the other one, but I rarely attack the
opponents diplomacy. While I have everyday communication with
some security agencies and they track me and they look inside of
my private life but I personally think I am that teenager
student still, who must respect to some limits what is a part of
public life and public culture.





White House  Foreword Key #
Book Book
Cooperator
Book Book
Good 1 Key
Aware
Much That Not
And who gave you the right to shake my family tree



President Barack Obama Foreword4
When you succeed, America succeeded

I love to dedicate my best wishes for my iend Mr. Ghasemi who fought for humanity. This
nation and the eedom we cherish can, and shall, prevail.

I remember one day you wrote for me “Dear truly winner of the Nobel peace prize”. Here in
America we believe in actions and we like to stop people to act against logic when their mental

system is depressed. When they think about something, we imagine for sure they will do that so we
make a plan to decide about them before they do something wrong but a crying eye of a child can

ruin those actions and plans! I recommend you read this book to find out how!
I remember you could not complete your university in Iran and it was necessary for you to

get out of there soon because of some political complaints. There is no difference about that “am I
black, white or in between?” There is no difference about that “are you om Iran or om A ica”.
I'm not black, I'm not white, and so what am I?! Inside of the university you studied about the
paradox of Bertrand Russell while the other students were studying it, you studied about what he
did to stand against the nuclear wars, also! America is the country of immigrants so when we win
America wins. Without money and food, because of the cold weather your muscles were shaking
during the night and likewise what you wrote to many organizations “nobody helped you” but you
wrote to The Central Intelligence Agency that “While I Receiving Money From People, To Protect
US Security Even If I Died, I Died for Freedom” so you are symbol of mankind and humanity.

#Spicy sign don’t hat#



USSS Foreword5
From The United States Secret Service:

We are responsible to maintain the author’s security; Whatever the
author going to write not only approved by The United States Secret
Service but also we approve that from the beginning of his activities he
started to work as a security agent.

President Signature:
Endorsed
Major Signature:
Bari Be Har Jehat
During that moment of tima

Chi Begam
Na Dige Pa Misham Inbar

#
@first



The Forewords of Two US Army Members
those who are Imprisoned in Iran

(Descriptions from the author):
There are two members of US-Army who militias and agents of the

regime arrested them, Robert (Bob) Levinson and the other Amir Mirza
Hekmati. They could not see my book but hardly we could make a short top-
secret satellite communication with each other before (Because of America
have a limited budget, so I was out of money to try to make them free) as
you can see in my email to The Central Intelligence Agency there is a
little chance for Amir to come back to his family in America, alive; while
I helped Robert more than Amir, so we hope militias set him free (he don’t
fear of death and bravely control his stress and kept his mental situation
prefect). Likewise what I analyzed when I was writing this book they kept
Robert about a desert where salty waters exist around, in a geographical
location about Iran (Middle East). Amir doesn’t have a good emotional
situation and he is imprisoned in Tehran, Iran. Even I wrote an email to
their family to help them but they did not answer me but I asked Interpol
to help him as much as they can.

Few days ago I heard that he (Amir) will come back to his family in
America also, then he told me that I inform people “I will obey whatever
they ask me to do and also there is not any guaranty about that they will
let me get out of the jail.” However I have never met them before
personally!

Robert Foreword6:

When the others were getting closer to arrest me in the hotel, while
I guessed that I am not threatening by violated people and when it was
late, I had a contact from America but as much as they tried to make good
communication privacy so I didn’t understand what they meant. I could not
understand they meant these peoples will arrest me. So who caused that I
am arrested? For me and Amir there is a little chance to see our family
again, now tell me, what have you done to help me? I don’t have a good
situation here but you drift me away.
I couldn’t read this book yet, but reading this book is recommended.



Amir Foreword:

I didn’t receive enough support. I a little got trained in America
then they sent me to Iran. My interview with Iranian governmental-national
TV (IRIB) made my situation worsen about supporting by west. I recommend
reading this book.



IFRC Foreword(Descriptions from the author):
It was a few days ago that I wrote an email to the

International Federation of Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies
then I asked them to give me a hand written foreword (through
sending an email to me) because of I like to submit the foreword
in my book (I wrote, because of what you (the refriger***, etc.)
told me was not so clear for me nor understandable to submit it
(me, myself) in this book so send it to my email address but I
didn’t receive any answer. This is what they told me before to
submit it in my book through a secret communication method:

This book is endorsed.
The author was a beginner medic7. When he was one of the

novice intelligence cooperators of the US intelligence we were
writing for each other. When he was getting torture then he wrote
for me a message about some kind of information what he told that
he knows about Michael Jackson death tragedy, HAARP (High
Frequency Active Auroral Research Program), HIV (Aids)
widespread, The United Nations members of the Security Council
relations with the New World Order, etc.

We recommend to everybody about that at first they respect to
their own families inside of their own country, then to the
others, also. Love the others all around the globe!
Nowadays lots of satellites surrounded the Earth, they are
sending trash into space, why don’t we send nuclear waste to the
sun! When the author was only a child he was reading about
mathematics and space debris using Internet in Iran, one of the
developing countries in the Middle East!



NSA Foreword8 See the footnote

The contents of this book is the author’s self-opinion but because of
eleven reasons, such as when he was only 14 years old he started his
political activities, at first he selected CIA and The White House to
cooperate with. He was also angry with who attacked America during 11th
the September. Because of that when he was so young, he loved to stand
against Iranian regime’s nuclear advancements and also because of that our
cooperators told that we help him, etc. So the author has the permission
to publish this book.





Introduction
Espionage doesn’t have any meaning for those who are not clever
nor trained, but it’s a beauty dirty play and going to make a

scream like the scream of a pregnant mother behind micro monitor
for who is clever and who is a professional hunted medic like

you. Bestowment bet betide betrayal better betting shop
(Bill Gates note for this book)

My life is full of espionage and political memories because of when I started my political activities and
when I started to fight for freedom of people, I was only 14, a teenager boy. During that moment of time I was
listening to radio news and music which western governments were broadcasting to public in Middle East
against the dictator regimes but I gained a little knowledge about the policy of these regimes; I had not read
some books like The Prince9, Intelligence Analysis: A Target-Centric Approach10, The Road to Serfdom11, I
had not skimmed the texts of Sun Tzu12, etc. I was not an agent and I was a young boy who was not even
investigative like the journalisms at first but a naughty American patriot who tied a headband with American
eagle which was painted on US flag on my head to satisfy my passion to our American dream; then I became
more clever naughty and investigative university student which caused that I got tortured extremely hard.
They sent EMP (electrical shock) on my testis13, I got radiation to my chest and some kind of other
secret harmful radiations to my neck and my backbone and my brain14 but people are not aware of that
the United States has some kind of cooperation with some Islamic regimes.

Likewise what you read at the first paragraph of this introduction, my life is full of espionage and
political memos but I going to write a book which a variety of audience enjoy to read, not a heavy book which
dulls your brain. I got born and grown-up in Iran, traveled to Philippines and Russia then I became a UN
refugee in Turkey. I could write a fiction book15, but I decided to write a nonfiction book and I describe the
realities to researchers who like to learn more about parts of my life and the president Obama’s life, for those
who heard my name but like to gain more knowledge about me and also about what happened recently in
Iran, Israel, England, Turkey, France, Russia, and the relations and the affections of their policy on Americans’
policy and the relations and affections of Americans’ policy on their policy and diplomacy; a limited but a
concise part of our private communications and what we did behind the closed doors to change the course of
the world.

When I was out of money and food and my muscles were shaking during the night because of the cold
weather, like what I wrote to many organizations and also to many governmental agencies “when I ask for job,
people laugh to me.” But during these moments of times US president Barack Obama gave me an honor! CIA
Public Affairs (through a secret and coded conversation) had approved me as an E-5 secret agent (Sergeant)
of US Marine Corps to continue my cooperation (which I started many years ago) with them (with CIA) but it
was for free still. Suddenly (a few month later) they approved me as an O-1 and then an O-2 secret agent
(First-Lieutenant US Marine Corps). It was exactly when some others decided to kill me for what I did before!
Many months passed and I completed writing this book but I was with no home still, my citizenship is delaying
yet and there is a month that I could not take a shower yet! And if the big-brother took care of me not to let
someone torture me using the classified methods of exposure what the governments will describe more about
them during the next decades and during the next centuries, the weaponry systems what a very few nations
began to use them about the 1966 (about 1960-1970 until now), and it facilitated by the UK-USA Security
Agreement and specially the Great Britain and America by foundations what Winston Churchill made inside of
a scientific and technological agreement with our country for us, so I could have a fine situation without stress
and free of fear about the tortures! The big brother is an idiom which at first George Orwell used in his book
“1984”16 to describe top-ranked intelligence commanders and agents who work behind the scenes.



Me (before) and me in Turkey (now)



President Obama is handshaking with a child (in the Middle East)

My birth place is somewhere in the Middle East. There is not such a wise government available for the
people who are living there. They are threatening by terrorism. Children born there while the parents of the
children didn’t learn how to live. From when they are young until the death or until they become so weak and
old, some of this families work hard to gain money they receive the money then the family waste the money
and it continues in a loop cycle so they never reach the wealth. Governmental pressure on people to act on
Islam causes a negative effect on the teens’ sexual passion to the opposite sex, not only it causes violation
against women but even against men. The mullah is so devoted not to let anybody see his wife’s hairs! They
go to mosque and tell the audience when you see men talk with stranger women or if any parts of their body
contact the other race at first you warn them, then you become angry with them so it will cause they stop it but
if they continued you must attack them and if you don’t do it after the death god going to put you in hell. The
people those who are living in the Middle East have a long time history, beautiful and old buildings which wise
architectures designed. When the children are growing-up the situation of these 3rd world countries make a
violated person of the child who he not only is threatening by the dictator regime but also by the other
countries who are not aware of the culture of the citizen but inside of the breaking news which we broadcast to
public in America and which the other countries around the globe broadcast to their people, nobody described
yet to this people some of this countries, which I can’t name, even have access to satellite surveillance system
(above their land, above the neighbor countries of their area). Somehow they can do a same thing what we
can do (but today when I am behind my desk and I am typing these words, it is 2014, even whom don’t have
direct access to this facilities can pay for this providable service), they gained access to Weapons of Mass
Destruction (WMDs) and Nuclear technology.



Unclassified answer of the US embassy

Even if you read the current newspapers or search through Internet, you already going to find out, for



Even if you read the current newspapers or search through Internet, you already going to find out, for
example in Iran scientists in the governmental research centers and the scientists in the nuclear facilities are
enriching Uranium, as we know they have not made a nuclear bomb or lots of nuclear bombs yet but the
percentage of their enriched uranium is more than what they declassified to public yet17. Secret Intelligence
Service of England (SIS) and Israeli intelligence agencies (Mossad and Shin Bet) are very clever intelligence
agencies what I know for a while.

Even if it causes anybody attack me but like what I wrote to CIA few days ago, I am responsible now to
inform agents and people who read this book about, doing racial activities going to destroy our nation’s
intelligence gathering power.

If you ask from the army members or talk with them or search the tweets in twitter or search about
accounts of the members of the US-Army in twitter then you going to find out many members of US-Army are
PTSDs (Post-Traumatic stress disordered) but lots of them are young agents. The civil people have not seen
(except of Vietnam's war, a symbol of a catastrophic nightmare in history for our armies; Afghanistan and Iraq
the recent ones but not the only ones) every agents, human rights defendants or spies who work out of US,
not only in Middle East but everywhere around the globe, don’t have a good and secure and healthy and
wealthy situation under the storm of heavy communications with a variety of roles and responsibilities which
they must do them and they must complete this responsibilities and actions and roles successfully. While it’s
somehow impossible for America to gain the position and the technological speed what it reached after the
second world war and our position and technological speed and specially our public face and our public figure
what we gained after the cold war until the eleventh of the September of two thousand and one, but if I decide
to describe lots of our failures, so am I really respected to The Audacity of Hope, and The Change We Can
Believe In? After the problems what happened to me, I ask me my self, am I a useless piece in the glob for
the United States or does they have any plan about me? If they don’t increase their supports and if they stay
silent so does the future generations going to understand some of the realities what I didn’t discussed a lot
about them? Does the United States ignore who work for the government for lots of years and then drift them
away or not? (I haven’t received my salary yet! Working with CIA for free makes me to remember the US Dirty
War and US investigations for WMDs out of our nation what will remain classified for a long while, the war
what Jeremy Scahill talked about it in his book: “Dirty Wars: The world is a battlefield”) Years later we going to
find-out an answer about this question (does they going to help me or not?) Inside of the next chapters you will
read about some kind of classified methods of torture by exposure now just imagine that the British
Broadcasting Corporation targeted me (in Iran) when I was a teenager but why only a few weeks before of
writing this book, again, and for the second time (in Turkey), BBC tortured me using this kind of classified
methods of torture by exposure! look to the email of the US embassy again, when I was in Iran the Iranian
intelligence service asked me to go there to answer their questions once, now while I have some kind of
problems about my visa proposals so receiving this honorary medals before of starting to write this book and
then publication of this book all around the globe if I travel back to Iran the country who set an initial trial on
the US cooperators, wont causes that they kill me? There are some challenges what I am dealing with them,
we must increase our gathered intelligence for the agency, I need to continue my educations and we need to
change and improve and enhance our diplomacy!

 Always we are responsible for maintaining balance and delivering hope to our people.



Stephen Hawking: Stay Stayer Stead Steadfast Steady Steal Stealthily Steamboat
Steeple Steering Stellar Stench Stencil Stenography
stepbrother stepdaughter stepfather step-ladder stepmother stepping-stone
stereo stereotype sterile sterility
Sterling Stern Steroid Stevedore Stew Stiffen (Pimon V Stephen)

Stewardship Stick
Sticker Sticking-Point Stickler Sticky Stiff Stiffen
Stifle Stifling Stigma Stigmatize Stile Stiletto Still Stillborn Still-Life Stilt Stilted Stimulant

Stimulate Stimulation  Stimuli Stimulus Sting Stinger Stingy Stint Stipendiary Stipple Stipulation
Stir not to stir an eyelid Not to stir a finger - Stir Up, Stir Up, Someone’s Zeal
Stir Stir-fry Stirring Stirrup
(Stirrup-Cup) stirrup (Hydrogen) stirring (293Uus) stirring (black holes) stirring

(Humanity of unknown space) U (Stay Happy Stirrup Spurn Sparm Spasm)



(The World Conference of the United Nations Decade for Women, Copenhagen July 1980)

WHEN WOMEN SUCCEED, AMERICA SUC
CEEDED___Barack Obama

Neda Aghasoltan (One of the Iranian women) who the Iranian government terror her. The attacker shouted a bullet to
her chest.



 



Chapter 1
This is what the LORD says to his anointed, to Cyrus, whose
right hand I take hold of to subdue nations before him and to
strip kings of their armor, to open doors before him so that

gates will not be shut: I will go before you and will level the
mountains; I will break down gates of bronze and cut through

bars of iron. I will give you hidden treasures, riches stored in
secret places, so that you may know that I am the LORD, the God

of Israel, who summons you by name__Isaiah 45 (Holy Bible)

It was many years ago when I was watching violations against humanity and against women,
during that moment of time, I was only a teenager; behind the desk of my computer, using
Internet, during skimming some websites, I saw a few (rare) video clips about stoning18 women
and I saw a few video clips about cutting parts of peoples’ bodies, because of what the other
people named “sin”. I read some texts about how the government blinded their citizens (and
takes the citizens eye’s out of their skull) at the beginning of the Iranian Islamic revolution in the
197919 which made me very depressed and nervous. When I contacted the White House and
the Central Intelligence Agency (about 12 years ago), even I could not imagine the day when
the United States president going to accept me as his authorized decision maker for his self
(only as a free political adviser for him) and I could not imagine, this teenage boy, who one day
had family and his mother told him not to stay out of home at the late night, going to accepted
by the public affairs of the Central Intelligence Agency as one of their agents (First marine
lieutenant) and I could not imagine while I was receiving money from people I was writing to CIA
that while protecting US security, even if I died, I would die for freedom, for helping mankind
and supporting humanity. Through increasing your wisdom and keeping up yourself by hard
work you can achieve a good job and make good money. If you believe you can, you probably
can. If you would, you could! It was so important for Mr. Obama that here I would add a few
words. Its so important for him that inside of this book I note you: The September 11 attacks are
a great disaster in US history and for him also! It causes, such a conspiracy theory, remaining
untold for a long time. The US government is made up of many governmental and non-
governmental/private organizations. The yellow and the big picture of his ear in front cover of
the book was suicide for him! Its so strange for him why some of the personnel of the pentagon



the book was suicide for him! Its so strange for him why some of the personnel of the pentagon

were not inside of their offices during the day of the disaster, when an air plane was flying to
crash itself into one of the sides of the pentagon building also! There were many VIP members
of the world trade center, those who died after the disaster! They had some kind of underground
connections with US military! Some terrorists were talking with each other about the attack plan
and it was suicide for him! We was responsible to maintain a satisfiable level of aerospace
security above our lands before of the disaster happens! And finally what happened to you is
another disaster of history! The planet is full of violations instead of peace, people must love to
learn something new, they must like to fill the other mankind’s emotions but when somebody
dies or when he is under torture or when he is imprisoned, then for a few minutes they are sad
about this human situation at most but they don’t help him. The Middle East people was angry
for waiting inside of the long rows of a dairy program subsidy such as the governmental milk
subsidies, chicken white meat subsidies and meals subsidies, and in America, the 99% (It’s
also the slogan of the Occupy Wall Street movement "We are the 99%", OWS what began with
these two slogans by Adbusters “Are you ready for a Tahrir moment?” and “What is our one
demand?” refers to income inequality and wealth distribution in the U.S. between the wealthiest
1% and the rest of the population. The other slogans are “What is our one demand?” and “Are
you ready for a Tahrir moment?” It was a protest movement that began on September 17, 2011,
in Zuccotti Park, located in New York City's Wall Street financial district, receiving global
attention and spawning the Occupy movement against social and economic inequality
worldwide.) Those people who are the heart, the soul, and the backbone of our society,
auctioning their own homes! During the presidential elections hundreds of millions of dollars are
being spent in pursuit of being anointed the "winning" candidate. In the end, there will be no
"winner" for the American people!



Iranian Islamic Revolution in 1979 (Imam Khomeini on the right side)



Demonstrations in Tehran to support the Islamic Revolution - 1979

Some people who didn’t work as a political leader nor as a military agent of army, who have not
confronted with the complaints which we are threatened by them, after watching some documentaries and
movies, think of all the secret agents or of all who work for the government have tough and radical emotions or
they are doing very radical activities, but here I must note that there is difference between these agents. If I tell
you (because of the difference between the amount of violated activities what some radical agents doing all
around the globe, inside or outside of our country), for example sometimes when US president is in the White
House with his family, the big-brother looks at them inside of their house and listen to them, while for sure
people don’t like somebody do a same thing with their own family but some people going to look at this fact
and think about this fact as a fancy and as an interesting subject and even if we ask them it is bad, isn’t it?
Some of them going to answer: “sometimes, these kinds of activities are necessary”. Even the highest ranked
agents of our agencies would get tortured while they want to protect freedom!



Likewise what I wrote in my twitter once: “I'm so clever, US president gave me the authority to decide
about the Americans policy but I am in home and study, usually. I was a medic20 (Serial Number:
87040112809-2), who got tortured before. I live normally; I don't have lots of money. During bad situations
while the weather was so cold I slept on the streets and used normal plastics to make a shelter for myself. I
know lots of top secrets but my mouth is shut. I was under radiation (While one day I wrote to the government
of the United States that after these 12 years of my cooperation with you, even if I worked in a supermarket
then they would pay me money instead). I can use locked airport's touch screen computers instead of my
personal laptop, to gain free access to the Internet, during the emergency situations. Computers like me! I
talked with people who crowd can't even believe!”

Likewise what you’ve read inside of the preface of this book, they tortured me. I got tortured using EMP
(electrical shock) and also through sending radiation to my chest and my neck and my backbone and my brain
but during that moments of times even one person didn’t heard my name in the news nor asked the
governments to help me; I didn’t know how to use some kind of tricks of some websites like facebook.com and
twitter.com and the other kinds of mass-media for broadcasting to public. It’s so easy for people nowadays to
send a request to one of the popular Facebook groups for joining it and then they post lots of information
there, some of the groups what people join have only a few hundred members but there are millions of people
those who are reading the posts of some of the other groups, they make a Username inside of a web forum
and then they share their opinions with lots of the other members, they search inside of the Google website
about the On-line petition sites and then they make it and then they share this petition with lots of their
Facebook or Twitter friends to gain the political support! The brain of the layman can only apply a limited
amount of their knowledge in their everyday life, for example people make a petition but they don’t understand
that they can share it then inside of a forum or a Facebook group what millions of peoples read its contents to
gain more supporters! Through using some kind of websites like care2.com they gain lots of signatures for
their own petitions and using some kind of the other websites like causes.com except of making a petition they
can support the other members politically also!

Today when I am writing this book lots of famous and genius people like agents of Pentagon21 and
members of US army22, Israeli news and military23, and lots of magazines and journalists and Medias24 from
many countries around the globe, etc., are following my twitter account25 and reading what I write there.

In Iran I had not access to wireless (Wi-Fi) Internet; I got connected to Internet using a dial-up modem!
I had a short sleep behind the desk of my computer, usually, until downloading a small program gets done!



I had a short sleep behind the desk of my computer, usually, until downloading a small program gets done!
DARPA (Defense Advanced Research Project Agency of the United States) is the main developer of its
networks (Internet) idea, many years ago. Most of the times for me, what passed in Iran, Heydar Moslehi was
the prime minister of MISIRI (Iranian Intelligence Service) when because of the amounts of the mental tortures
(because of contacting CIA and The White House) for a few years, I became sick mentally; later I wrote to the
White House: “if you don’t put me out of Iran, probably during the next few days I going to a psychological
hospital to receive medical cares.” President impressed then I think it was one of the scientists in DARPA who
when I sent the email to the White House, contacted me and told:

“Don’t go to House pi tall!”

But now I am a real political activist and work for The White House and The Central Intelligence
Agency.

The most important things which are threatening US intelligence gathering power are derangement of
the ideologies and also the agents with biased opinions; some American agents are doing covert-operations to
cover their cooperators activities more than what it is necessary (even some times army officials are aware of
what is happening around but a little they like to bother the other ones); the other agents are not aware of
what they are doing; doing violated activities causes a shame on our country. While Israeli intelligence
agencies are up to date and act for the current situation and also while England intelligence agency don’t do
radical activities and when they act on intelligence and when they analysis information they open their eyes
wide (there is no difference about the country which they are dealing with, also there is no difference about the
peoples who they are cooperating with; no difference about the religion of the other people of the area, whom
the agent is cooperating with them nor any difference about the culture of the people of that area); some
American agents are doing some kind of covert-operations to cover their cooperators activities a lot which
cause that out of US the others don’t kill them but then the other American agents attack the US cooperators
and it continues in a loop cycle.

Intelligence cycle:
The traditional Intelligence cycle is the fundamental cycle of intelligence processing in a civilian or

military intelligence agency or in law enforcement as a closed path consisting of repeating nodes. The stages
of the intelligence cycle include the issuance of requirements by decision makers, collection, processing,
analysis, and publication of intelligence. The circuit is completed when decision makers provide feedback and
revised requirements. The intelligence cycle is also called the Intelligence Process by the U.S. Department of
Defense (DoD) and the uniformed services.

Intelligence cycle (target-centric approach):
The target-centric approach to intelligence describes a method of intelligence analysis26 to offer an

alternative methodology to the traditional intelligence cycle. Its goal is to redefine the intelligence process in
such a way that all of the parts of the intelligence cycle come together as a network. It is a collaborative
process where collectors, analysts and customers are integral, and information does not always flow linearly.



The United States National Security Agency (NSA) analysis the information basically; they are not up
to date and when they decide about the actions they don’t care about the current situation but think about what
happened before and tough actions are like a habit there (also sometimes they even like to take a revenge)
but there is no difference about what is the problem however in comparison with the other intelligence
agencies in America or out of America, relatively they can provide a good security and privacy about the
information which the agents are transferring or what they already transferred to them. While it’s not such a
very important threat for NSA to be so update and to be dynamic, because of US internal complaints are their
usual complaints but Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA) is more dynamic (while cold and unemotional, also)
about decision making (in comparison with some other agencies) but NSA respect to privacy and
Independence more than DIA.

When I was a teenager student in Iran, I saw an interesting term in a book which they had written for
public school students to read, that: “there are a few types of people who exist on the planet. Your lifetime is
like a football game and people are inside of the stadium. Some people prefer not to play the game; they don’t
like the pleasure of playing the game. Some others play: Some of them loose, the others win!” I remember
when I was so young inside of the high school I didn’t received any good rank in math what even caused that I
stop studying pure science and I continued my education about computer graphical design.

I was trying to learn more about the computer software’s and computer programing languages but
inside of our country the learning methods were so easy and basic and it was not such an advanced learning
method available for me to buy it and then use it to increase my knowledge about computer programs. I
decided to do something, I taught that inside of the great Windows operating system many hardware drivers
are identifiable and the operating system install them automatically using a plug&play method and also I could
install and use lots of software there. I bought a package of the Visual Studio programing languages but I had
some kind of problems to learn it so advanced. Using Linux I could have access to more program templates, I
could open the programs inside of its internal programing languages software and read them line by line. I
could learn more about that how an OS (an Operating System) works. I was opening the Linux kernel using C
and C++ programing languages and I was searching inside it, I was doing a same thing about the internal
applications of Linux also, I liked to make a same program in Windows me myself. Windows is a classic and it
is a great operating system with a prefect graphical system.

Likewise what you read, I stopped studying pure science and I continued my education about computer
graphical design but my communications with the US president and the Central Intelligence Agency and
Human Rights Watch increased my self-confidence as much as I started to study about mathematical science
again. Every day I was thinking and telling myself, now I can do whatever I want and I can reach my goals. It’s
unimaginable after a few months I completed reading all of the standard books what were necessary for the
math students, what they were teaching them inside of high schools to the students to completely read and
finish to be able to go to university. I could receive the required rank in pure science and I went to university
but I was not getting good scores in math usually. Do you know the major of pure science what I was studying
in university? Because of the regime falsified my educational examination to decrease my ranks and scores, It
was mathematics! If they didn’t falsified the exam then I could study aerospace!

Inside of the university, I asked an easy question about probability from our professor, during the first
year, what he couldn’t solve but because of respecting to him I won’t mention the name of him nor my
question! There was another subject what made my brain busy for a few days that international designers
used 0 and 1 to show bits inside of their graphical designs, I was laughing to it because of everybody think
computers know zeroes and ones only but later when the designers of the graphical arts (like what a social
engineer does for people) change the themes and patterns then people will find out that current computers (in
21th century) can understand off(s) and on(s) from another aspect of view when we made them they used



21th century) can understand off(s) and on(s) from another aspect of view when we made them they used
vacuum tubes for digital computation including binary math and Boolean logic, they had no CPU. Then they
relied on a series of switches for inputting data and output data by turning on and off a series of lights. From
another aspect of view they can receive data through reading the differentiations between the holes what they
have created on a surface (see the punch card picture below) so they only know physical holes or magnetic
waves but when somebody want to show people that he knows a lot then he says the smallest parts of a data,
bits, created from 1(s) and 0(s)! I was thinking about some of the problems in mathematical logic, also! I was
so happy about that I can study mathematics now inside of the university while I was not getting good
scores in math but my political problems caused that I don’t go to the university no more! But no
problem, when I stay calm US will think about some supports, they told me I am a lieutenant now!
Regarding to receiving these honors, there is a question about that while I have some problems about
my US citizenship, when I decided to write my book, won’t cause that the Iranian regime bother me,
even the public people can give a satisfiable answer to me!

One of the old IBM Punch Cards

ENIAC - The First and the world’s oldest computer



Classified picture of the recent computers inside of a secret underground base - underground lair like Bond Villians

Graphical arts - Digital bits and bytes designed by ones and zeros



Graphical arts - Digital bits and bytes designed by ones and zeros



Graphical arts - Digital bits and bytes designed by ones and zeros



Chapter 2
Did you know black words on white papers are each others

complement. Did you know many scientists believe, first races of
mankind came from Africa. (President Barack Obama)

When the American people selected the US President, Mr. Barack Obama, to go to the house (White
House), BBC (the British Broadcasting Corporation) started to attack his personality and his supporters behind
the scene. BBC tortured some of the supporters of the president; I was a young boy during the volant time of
this accidents. (I remember when I was a young boy while I hadn’t lots of knowledge, I wrote to BBC Persian:
“likewise what I heard from Iranian people, when years ago you broadcast to people about that astronauts
have seen Imam Khomeinies face on the moon so you supported Iranian regime’s revolution to reach the
victory27.)28 Many years later likewise what you going to read in the Chapter 3, I did some activities while I was
communicating with BBC and while I was communicating with the others also, but it was such an agitated
activities what I didn’t like nor it was beneficial for me and also made my situation worsen. It’s interesting, I
loved some of the BBC documentaries like “The Spy Who Came In From The Cold” and “Tinker Tailor Soldier
Spy”29 the movie. I have some friends there. One of their documentaries what I love is The Planet The Earth!

Barack Hussein Obama II, date of birth: August 4, 1961. He is the 44th President of the United States,
and the first African American to hold the office. His story is the American story — values from the heartland, a
middle-class upbringing in a strong family, hard work and education as the means of getting ahead, and the
conviction that a life so blessed should be lived in service to others.
With a father from Kenya and a mother from Kansas, President Obama was born in Honolulu, Hawaii. Obama
is a graduate of Columbia University and Harvard Law School, where he served as president of the Harvard
Law Review. He was a community organizer in Chicago before earning his law degree. He was raised with
help from his grandfather, who served in Patton's army, and his grandmother, who worked her way up from the
secretarial pool to middle management at a bank.
After working his way through college with the help of scholarships and student loans, President Obama
moved to Chicago, where he worked with a group of churches to help rebuild communities devastated by the
closure of local steel plants.
He went on to attend law school, where he became the first African-American president of the Harvard Law
Review. He worked as a civil rights attorney and taught constitutional law at the University of Chicago Law
School from 1992 to 2004. He served three terms representing the 13th District in the Illinois Senate from
1997 to 2004, running unsuccessfully for the United States House of Representatives in 2000.
President Obama's years of public service are based around his unwavering belief in the ability to unite people
around a politics of purpose. In the Illinois State Senate, he passed the first major ethics reform in 25 years,



around a politics of purpose. In the Illinois State Senate, he passed the first major ethics reform in 25 years,
cut taxes for working families, and expanded health care for children and their parents. As a United States
Senator, he reached across the aisle to pass groundbreaking lobbying reform, lock up the world's most
dangerous weapons, and bring transparency to government by putting federal spending online.
He was elected the 44th President of the United States on November 4, 2008, and sworn in on January 20,
2009. He and his wife, Michelle, are the proud parents of two daughters, Malia and Sasha.
In 2004, Obama received national attention during his campaign to represent Illinois in the United States
Senate with his victory in the March Democratic Party primary, his keynote address at the Democratic National
Convention in July, and his election to the Senate in November. He began his presidential campaign in 2007
and, after a close primary campaign against Hillary Rodham Clinton in 2008, he won sufficient delegates in the
Democratic Party primaries to receive the presidential nomination. He then defeated Republican nominee
John McCain in the general election, and was inaugurated as president on January 20, 2009. Nine months
after his election, Obama was named the 2009 Nobel Peace Prize laureate. The next day, some news
channels, the Islamic ones at most, such as IRIB (The Islamic Republic of Iran Broadcasting Agency and its
related branches) made a propaganda on media against him related to a few groups of people (some
protesters) who was against the decision what the Nobel made.
During his first two years in office, Obama signed into law economic stimulus legislation in response to the
Great Recession in the form of the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 and the Tax Relief,
Unemployment Insurance Reauthorization, and Job Creation Act of 2010. Other major domestic initiatives in
his first term included the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act, often referred to as "Obamacare"; the
Dodd–Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act; and the Don't Ask, Don't Tell Repeal Act of
2010. In foreign policy, Obama ended U.S. military involvement in the Iraq War, increased U.S. troop levels in
Afghanistan, signed the New START arms control treaty with Russia, ordered U.S. military involvement in
Libya, and ordered the military operation that resulted in the death of Osama bin Laden. In November 2010,
the Republicans regained control of the House of Representatives as the Democratic Party lost a total of 63
seats; and, after a lengthy debate over federal spending and whether or not to raise the nation's debt limit,
Obama signed the Budget Control Act of 2011 and the American Taxpayer Relief Act of 2012 what will have
long term benefits also.
Obama was re-elected president in November 2012, defeating Republican nominee Mitt Romney, and was
sworn in for a second term on January 20, 2013. During his second term, Obama has promoted domestic
policies related to gun control in response to the Sandy Hook Elementary School shooting, and has called for
full equality for LGBT Americans, while his administration has filed briefs which urged the Supreme Court to
strike down the Defense of Marriage Act of 1996 and California's Proposition 8 as unconstitutional. In foreign
policy, Obama has continued the process of ending U.S. combat operations in Afghanistan. What you read in
the current paragraph is only a brief description about him what you can find elsewhere also. In chapter 3 you
will learn more about what we did. You will read more about our communication.

US secret activities about Russian are not completely describable, and these activities are
complicated30.

The contact form of the Central Intelligence Agency what I used to contact them

I remember, it didn’t take a long time after my first communication with the Central Intelligence Agency



I remember, it didn’t take a long time after my first communication with the Central Intelligence Agency
when Russians found me in Iran; they extracted my brain pattern, my logic and reasoning and decision making
system for a while. It’s very interesting for me that Russians from the beginning of my cooperation with US
intelligence was kidding me and joking and told: “let we find-out what they want to do with you and what
happened to you with your fucked-up brain” During that moment of time I was only a teenager who
because of a variety of hard lessons which I needed to study and because of using some kind of supplements
and drugs which I needed to take to enhance my cognitive system and my memory and because of the
actions of some leaders (whom acted behind the scene, when they found-out about I am communicating with
America. Leaders included Iranian and Chinese), I got sick mentally by hallucinati31ons. Iranian Ministry of
Intelligence likewise what I wrote before in this book caused mental problems for me (but also Iranian agents
shared some secret facts to me - see the Chapter 4, where I wrote “Likewise what I wrote before, Iranian
intelligence charged me”); I don’t know a lot about Chinese yet, so I wont describe a lot about what they did.
I remember after I wrote my first message through the Internet, to the Central Intelligence Agency, I received
an answer from a personal email which somebody was created (using yahoo service provider) nick-name of
the sender was Kevin (but I don’t remember what was the email address, exactly). He asked me that “describe
me, what is your complete name, and for what kind of organization you are working for?” etc. I became
suspected about, why he didn’t write me through an official email address (why the sender domain name is not
something like this (format) xxx@cia.gov), then I asked him about the reason! He knew Persian language. I
wrote him: “If you really work for CIA so why your email address is different.” He didn’t answered (I taught
contacting or working for CIA or any other American agencies will deliver a satisfiable level of security for you
and they will ensure your safety). I phoned the Public Affairs then I asked them about the reason but the
problem didn’t solve.(maybe it affected my life a few percent32 as one of the causes which increased my
hallucinations and made me nervous and made me suspected to my environmental situations also. Because
of the messages what they transfered to me was not clear and I needed to increase my attentions to my
current environmental situations before, to find-out what they meant) Iranian Ministry of Intelligence started to
brain-wash me, to change my ideologies like them selves, it was so dangerous for them when one day I
become an important person and I act against them. However their activities increased my wisdom after many
years. While even some of their leaders in Iran falsified my pre-university educational examination “Konkoor”.
In Iran every students could join the “Konkoor” only one time per year, during the summer.

When I was in Tehran, many times the Iranian Basij forces or agents of the Iranian Intelligence
Service33 told me, they want to explode my car. Only they liked to make me fear a lot but not to explode it
really. when I was in a train (metro) in Tehran, because of they was seriously after me, so I crashed the glass
of the windows of the metro, I don’t know who was the driver of the metro could see the parts of the glasses
which was dropping down on the sides of the railroad or not, but he increased the speed of the train. I braked
the glass using a fire extinguisher capsule (while I was a weak and a young boy), the speed of the train was
something between 70 km p/h to 100 km p/h. I dropped my self (jumped) out of the train, I got confused, it was
not so painful, I didn’t scream at all, I released my body so relax near the rail way easily and I let it roll on the
surface of the ground then after a few seconds I looked to my foots and my hands so calm then I stood up
slowly! A little the skin of my hands teared but only I lost a few drops of my blood! Suddenly they stopped
following me, they feared so they left me alone for a while. When I was breathing then I felt the smells of my
blood in my lungs but I hadn’t pain nor I braked my bones! Inside of the nature, there was some kind of
buildings and some people was working there. I don’t know maybe there was electricity facilities and some
people was working. I went forward, there was a fence which the workers made there, using iron networks.
There was some wires there to split this place (nature) from the nearby freeway on side. I decided to cut the
wires using my knife at first but it was impossible for me, then I decided to off the fence but I couldn’t. I
returned to the train station, I went to a restaurant nearby. I washed my hands and cleared the blood from my
skin and I ordered a barbecue (Kebab) for my self.



Iranian Kebab

Iranian Kebab



The food was so delicious. I went out of the restaurant. It was not the first time when I checked my
shoes to find-out that is anything inside of them, Iranian Agents told me that we put a device and some kind of
chips there to track your location; I was not an agent, I didn’t know there is nothing there but they could track
my location when my cell-phone is on or when I was using an ATM to receive money from the banks by my
personal credit card, while I personally tasted that they (the government) could do it in Iran many years ago,
about 2004 and many years before of this. One of the injuries of my hand is related to when I jumped out of
the metro and then it became completely alright like before after a few days (as much as the injury was small)
and the second time is related to when I was about 17 years old and I was living with my family in Iran when I
did fireworks and I injured my finger when I have not traveled to Turkey even, what is related to when I was
searching about the ways of receiving the American citizenship when I got hospitalized and its documents got
submitted inside of Iranian hospitals! I remember these problems happened to me only a few years before of
when I join the Red Cross and the Red Crescent Society as a medic there!

I remember that I was casually reading some books like “Iran: Time for a New Approach”34. I searched
through the Internet and inside of some encyclopedias, to search about Obama’s personality. It was so
interesting for me, the name of the US president is Barack Hussein. Hussein was a figure in the history of
Islam. Two major ideologies and branches of Islam are Shia and Sunni. Sunni Muslims attacked one of the
Shia Imams (Hussein) and killed him. They also killed many members of his families. They was living in middle
east and they was not black nor living in Africa, later (likewise what you can see in many books about the
history of Islam) their ideologies spread in Africa also (nowadays I was talking with president Obama and he
note “did you know many Americans immigrated to America from Africa. In fact many scientists believe one of
the first race of mankind spread around the globe from Africa.”) Muslims prophet was Muhammad and he was
living somewhere in middle east. While Currant (one of the figures in the history of mathematics) in his book
(“What is mathematics?”) named these Islamists the Hindu people, but Muhammad he his self birth place was
not India35. He born in a desert which people call Iraq. In Rushdie’s book36 you see, prostitutes of Mecca
named Muhammad’s wifes names on them selves to increase their guests. Another subjects which you can
see in his book, Muhammad said Gabriel (Jibrail, Jibril) delivered the words of the god to him but one day
Satan do it, but he imagines it is Gabriel again, then Muhammad approved the verses to get submitted in
Quran but later Muhammad denies the verses and he receives some new verses about that it was the devil
who gave the verses to Muhammad, but Sir. Salman Rushdie asks in his book, if the devil told these words to
Muhammad so, how are you sure about who told all of the other verses of the Quran to Muhammad was not
the devil instead of Gabriel!

Like what you read in the first paragraphs of this chapter, while I was in touch with BBC (still) and also
agents of the Iranian regime was after me, writing casual messages to CIA and the White House, and standing
against Iranian nuclear program caused that (supporters of)37 BBC and Iranian Regime Intelligence Service
(while some other civil private organizations in Iran was aware of what is happening to me) attacked me, they
caused mental problems for me, BBC repeated that “boro panah begir” (while I was getting mental torture by
their voice when they was repeating it in my brain through classified secret methods of communication -
Regarded to the laws of the International Amnesty torturing by voice is one of the methods of torture what
some governments do with some prisoners) if we normally translate what they said, it means “go and take
cover” but if we look carefully at this term they wanted to say “bow38! ro39 pan40 ah41 beg IR42” they tried to say,
we boo (bow) you, dictator supporters of Obama and who don’t believe in our channels programs, my
nationality (Persian office of BBC) is Iranian.

Even if you watch some of the investigative documentaries which some of the famous directors made
against our government in America (which is even against the routine and normal news what they broadcast
for public), you will find out Iranian regime is going to increase the amount of their enriched Uranium but these
documentaries are against a war what they told it could happen in Iran. I remember that I was not a Christian
yet. I was a teenager Muslim but I was not a devoted one, but because of my love to US president when I was
drinking cold water, to showed to whom liked to bother me (and torture me using secret weapons) because of
contacting president Obama, I’m proud of US presidents, I said: “Ya Hussein” a few times I said: “Ya Barack
Hussein”. The philosophy of this culture (the Islamist-shia culture) is related to about a thousand years ago,
when (likewise what you can see in some books, majoring historical science) Armies of Yazid son of the
Moavie (they was Sunni leaders) cut the head of Hussein while when he asked them to give him water the
Army didn’t. There is a law what exists in Islam about when you change your religion to any other religions,
when you was a Muslim before, so the Islamist leader must kill you. I remember when I was about fifteen
years old, I was watching some video clips about when (even nowadays) a Muslim cut the head of the other
one (in Iraq) then because of the pressure of his tongue behind of his tooths, the pressure opens his jaw and
his tongue rolling out (they was such a fearful clips for me when I saw them), about nine years later, I became



his tongue rolling out (they was such a fearful clips for me when I saw them), about nine years later, I became

a Christian and it was one year later (about ten years after that I was watching these violated clips about
Islamists) when Barack Hussein Obama gave me the authority of decision making and CIA gave me an E-5
unofficial medal of honor.

I was a teenager and I was watching that in Iran it was necessary for women to wear scarf and men
liked to follow them and joke with them and it was a habit for these men that if any other man talk with this
woman or if he talk with any other women nearby then they attack him, usually! When I was juggling late
nights there (for example in Esfahan, Apadana Street) I saw prostitutes was inside of the cars of some men
sometimes then the man continued driving the car while she liked to get out and she was screaming because
of she didn’t like to stay with him. Their people usually love some funny activities like fire play and they love to
visit their families such as the father, the mother and the grandmother usually! There are a variety of different
people there, many people there, have not been in America but like the American culture (some of these
peoples don’t like) they watch different type of the perfect movies what the Hollywood produces for people,
because of they like science and technology so they like the American cities designs and architectures and it’s
skyscrapers; they have lots of universities and the students can study a variety of science there but these
universities are not completely perfect like the European nor like the American universities.

Siosepol Bridge Esfahan-Iran

I was searching in the website of the international-police (Interpol). I was reading some articles about
the required trainings what was necessary to become a member of the Interpol. I remember, one of the
required trainings was about 12 Kilometers of juggling with about 30 minutes of soft and easy exercises, every
3 Kilometers. One day I decided to do it, I woke up soon in the morning. I wore my clothes then I came to the
street, from the eastern part of my city (Ghadir Gharden, 22 Bahman street, Shariati alley) to the center of this
city (Enghelab square) then to the south (Azadi sq./Darwaze-shiraz sq.) and then I returned to the center
(where there is a river there near the Enghelab square, it name is Zayande-rood river and there was a bridge
on the river, it name was Siosepol bridge. Sometimes some people had written their names on it walls or paint
a logo or a word on it walls but it was better that they had not done it so when it walls was shinning in the night
it would have a better lighting effect when the tourisms looked to the walls from inside of the bridge, when they
viewed it not from a far distance) and then I went to the north, there was the house of my grandmother43, who
died some years ago. She didn’t go to school. I remember when she was dieing because of hemorrhage
(Brain Bleeding): hemorrhage means loosing lots of blood of the body which causes loosing
concentration and attention of the person and then it causes death. I was taking care of my ground
mother in a hospital there, what was not a modernized hospital. Once when because of the windy weather
while the windows was open then the door shut hard and for a few seconds my ears was buzzing. My
grandmother was unconscious there. We name this situation “Coma” - mentally unconsciousness of the
brain. There are two types of coma: one of the types is light coma, the other type is deep coma.
likewise what you see here, I writing these descriptions so calm. I remember when our teacher was teaching
me how to be a medic, they told me: “no one must become nervous when they are medicating the patients.”
Likewise what you see, I describe you the idioms which doctors use, while I am so calm, while I liked my
grandmother so much; it’s a basic for every important figures, agents and medics, not to let their brain,
because of the pain or because of their environmental situation of the moment, act against the logic.

One of the strange things what people don’t know, in many countries, is CPR
(Cardiac & Pulmonary Rehabilitation), while learning it causes your ability of saving the life of your family. It’s



(Cardiac & Pulmonary Rehabilitation), while learning it causes your ability of saving the life of your family. It’s
so easy! But if while the heart of the patient is beating healthy, you try to do it, you going to hurt the parts of his
body or probably you going to kill him! Also when somebody’s heart don’t breathing, it don’t mean that his
heart (for sure) stopped, but if his heart stops suddenly his breathing stops. You must put the tips of your
fingers on the vein of his neck or you must put the tips of your fingers on the wrist of his hands then check, is it
beating? (you must try it about healthy individuals to insure your self about when some bodies heart is beating
so you fill the pulse on his skin and you are never wrong. If it’s not beating, then you must put the patient on a
hard surface, you make your lungs full of fresh air what is full of the oxygen and then you open his mouth and
then blow it inside of his lungs, at the moment you do it again and again, two more times! Then you put your
both hands while you tied your fingers to each other on the middle of his chest, while you haven’t bent your
arms (I usually sit on the right side so I can set and maintain a better pressure on the patient’s heart on the left
side), you stiff your hands while one is on the other one (the tip of your fingers don’t touch his chest during the
massage and you set the pressure on the heart using the pressure which the muscles of your backbone
maintain for you), you press the chest (beat it repeatedly (in fact press the chest slowly), push it up and down,
as much as you can) for 1 minute, the patient’s chest bends down a few inches then you do it again, you do it
at least about sixty times (it’s not necessary you set the timer nor waste your time, you can count to seventy
during the massage but don’t forget you must press it as much as it is possible for you to do it correctly, the
more the better), then you check his heart pulse, is it beating? If not, to complete the final step, until it starts to
beat again, you blow the fresh air to his lungs two times and then set the pressure on his heart for 30 seconds
(you can count to forty) without checking his heart pulse you blow the fresh air to his lungs two more times and
maintain pressure on his heart for 30 seconds again, then you check his heart pulse, is it beating? If not, then
you repeat the final step which I described.

While I can’t describe a lot about HIV (Aids) widespread around the globe and while the recent drugs
are not available for people and even when I wrote to IFRC and also I had an interview with VOA PNN News
(Voice of America News) about HIV widespread

Me (Right), ms. Mahshid Nadiri (Left) - VOA News (Voice of America)

then I worsened my problems and I caused a bad situation for my self, but also I must recommend you
that not only during the sex people must care about their hygiene and use Condom, but also there are some
kind of anti virus drugs which doctors are not usually aware of that yet (specially in developing countries) or at
least they do not prescribe them usually, the name of these kind of drugs is anti retro-viral. If you get infected
by HIV so if you receive these kind of medicines, before of the first 48 hour of infection, probably you going to
heal your body from HIV and hopefully you going to be fine completely, soon. About hepatitis you can do it
also. Post-exposure prophylaxis (PEP) is the use of ARVs (anti retro-virals) as soon as possible after exposure
to HIV, to prevent HIV infection. PEP can reduce the rate of infection in health care workers exposed to HIV by
79%. The US Public Health Service recommends using a combination of three approved ARVs for four weeks.
People can be exposed to HIV during unsafe sexual activity, when a condom breaks during sex, or if they
share needles for injecting drugs. Infants can be exposed if they drink breast milk from an infected woman. In
a study of PEP in 400 cases of possible sexual exposure to HIV, not one person became infected with HIV. In
order for post-exposure prophylaxis to have a chance of working, the medication needs to be taken as soon



order for post-exposure prophylaxis to have a chance of working, the medication needs to be taken as soon
as possible, and within 72 hours of exposure to HIV. Left any longer and it is thought that the effectiveness of
the treatment is severely diminished. But it is very important that a person using PEP takes the treatment
exactly as prescribed by their doctor or health worker. The side effects of the medication are a reason why
some people find it difficult to adhere to the full 28-day course of treatment properly. So I personally
recommend you that if you can visit your doctor during the first hours of the suspicious contact then you ask
him to prescribe you the drugs else you yourself should do it. Warning, all of the dosages what I mentioned
are for adult people only. Zidovudine (Oral: 300 mg orally every 12 hours or 200 mg orally every 8 hours) is the
drug that is primarily prescribed after an occupational exposure to HIV and it is the only drug that has been
tested in trials on health care workers. Nowadays most treatment starter packs contain a combination of
zidovudine, lamivudine (150 mg twice a day) and nelfinavir (750 mg three times a day—in the third world
countries they also prescribe lopinavir or ritonavir instead of nelfinavir), as it is generally thought that
combination drug therapy is more effective than zidovudine alone. The results of one occupational exposure
study showed that taking a course of zidovudine after exposure reduced the risk of HIV infection by
approximately 81 percent. As of 2013, the prevention regimen recommended in the United States consists of
three medications—tenofovir, emtricitabine and raltegravir (in the 3rd world countries raltegravir is not
prescribed usually)—as this may reduce the risk further. Take this three kind of drugs at a same time this
is a method for therapeutic or prophylactic treatment of HIV (tenofovir 300 mg per day, emtricitabine
200 to 400 mg per day, Raltegravir 800 mg Once Daily). Visit your doctor as soon as possible. Your
doctor must adjust the dosage for you to decrease the side effects of the drugs! Long-term use of anti
retro-virals (at any dosages and speccialy at this high and effective dosages what I mentioned here)
can weaken (causes depression for) the body’s immune system and it would damage your liver also!

Likewise what I wrote in this chapter, I went to the house of my grandmother after acting on the
scheme what I had read before in the website of Interpol, not only it didn’t makes me tried but also it was an
interesting and freshening and enjoy-full exercise for me. Wearing fine clothes and good shoes is very
important for you during exercise. Consuming dietary supplements is very important for your health, eating a
satisfiable amount of foods containing a balanced mixture of carbohydrates and proteins (a few boiled glair
eggs and a glass of low-fat milk what you drink for breakfast, contains proteins and calcium, what is required
for your (daily) diet) and antioxidants and vitamins and BCAAs (Branched-chain amino acids) are necessary
for your body during these kind of exercises.



Chapter 3
I always recommend to everybody to listen to every kind of
opinions, it will increase your wisdom; so, will help you

achieve your goals, then it’ll increase your chance of reaching
the ideal victory___Lt. Peiman Ghasemi

I remember, it was a few month before of the November 2011 attack44 on the British Embassy in
Tehran45, I called them and asked the related personals to guide me about how to receive the citizenship of
the Great Britain. One of my families46 lives there! The complaints are classified information. However the
Iranian regime had some complaints with some lands and a garden which British government bought in Iran
for them selves but the regime decided to take it back from them and they decided to keep it for them selves
(while Britain paid the money for buying this garden. While I was under torture in Iran, don’t forget to read
the very important and beautiful descriptions in pages 64, 65 and 66 about my situation near the US
presidential election date; like many other countries, Britain found out about my problems but at first I loved
they help me while they could but they didn’t, while later they (Britain) helped me a lot). Because of the Iranian
regime decided to cause that Iranian people not only stop transmitting the classified information, but also stop
transmitting their daily problems about their regime to the British embassy. It was in the year of 2011 that
supporters of the right political wing (Conservatives) of Iran, decided to strengthen their possessions. Because
of the British Broad Casting Corporation Persian Channel supported and still supporting the left political wing
in Iran more than the others there, I don’t mean BBC don’t have any cooperation or communication with
Iranian intelligence service currently and I don’t mean BBC is not supporting Iranian leader (Ali Khamenei) at
all, anyway they support him also, but they support him fewer than the left side (the left political wing) and it’s
not completely against our current benefits nor against America nor against England if I try to look at this
problem while the way what I am looking to our information are not biased. Likewise what you read, the regime
became angry with the Great Britain, I am forced to keep the secrecy but it’s necessary that I note you, some
of the Iranian people was not safe, not only because of the regime but also because of the decisions of some
other countries. Iranian members of the “Basije Danshjuiee” (Basij: The Iranian students who can work for
militia through filling a form they submit their name as one of the cooperators of the Islamic military. (The
founder of this organization is Imam Khomeini - The first leader of the Iranian Islamic Revolution) - Basije
Daneshjuiee means: the university students who are working for Basij) with approval of the Iranian Leader and
Iranian intelligence service and the conservatives, made a plane to reach them selves to the embassy and
then attack them. British intelligence service found-out that standing against them is not beneficial for the
United Kingdom while during these critical moments of times not only the embassy personals was working
there but also they liked to (emotionally) cooperate with Iranian people. When Basij was walking forward to
reach the embassy the United Kingdom ordered to the remained personals to get out of there. They made the
embassy empty, before of that people reach them selves to the embassy. Only a few cars remained there.



The attack on the British Embassy - Tehran

Diplomatic police asked the people (military-Basij) not to go inside of the embassy but they rushed
inside into the building. Iranian government lost their diplomacy with western countries (Basij had attacked
then reached so shouted down the American embassy at the beginning of the Islamic revolution, also.), there
was no difference about the political possessions of the Iranian people. There was no difference about are
they against the regime or not! There was no difference about are they supporting the west or not! They lost
their political support what (a little or moderately) they had through the western countries.

I remember, it was one day before of when one of the Iranian scientists died during a terror plan. Who
was working for Iranian regime’s nuclear agencies. He was one of the students (majoring physics) in Iran. He
was studying in Sharif University. Few days before of the assassination, I was searching about some top-
secrets using Internet; last night, during a communication with America while me and CIA was talking with
each other then an unidentified agency joined the communication and between of our speeches told: I want to
kill somebody what do you think so. I answered: I usually don’t like terror. he was kidding and answered: what
if I kill you! I answered: “I don’t know! Kill whoever you want!”

Tomorrow, likewise what I remember, accidentally only about some minutes before/after the explosion
of his car, I sent an SMS to my step-brother47. I wrote for him: I am sorry about that I had cooperation with
some of the foreign agencies. I’m tiered now. I think it’s better for me that I make a new and a normal life for
my self.

I came back to our home after a few hours. I started to eat the lunch. Our television was on and it was
broadcasting the news, suddenly the anchor said “One of the Iranian students of nuclear science died. His
car’s exploded near the Sharif University in Tehran. Who caused these explosions used some kind of
electromagnetic bombs. The name of this martyr is Mostafa Ahmadi-Roshan48” a few hours passed, sum
unidentified powerful countries harassed me and started to attack me (I can’t name them, but I can guess they
was including R____, etc.), at the moment CIA contacted me through a satellite communication also and told



was including R____, etc.), at the moment CIA contacted me through a satellite communication also and told

me some thing like “OK nasty idiot, no problem, no problem”
I remember many years later, when I had a bad situation, a few month ago, Mercedes Benz was

talking to me, once during a night briefly he told me “For who?! Killed who?!” “And I taught!”, he meant they
sold their agent who at first started to cooperate with America, Benz company told it when the Iranian regime
had arrested a person in Iran, who sentenced to aiding Israel and spying for this country; while one of the
British spies was dieing under torture also. He also meant that Iranian government don’t respect to their
citizens rights, and who starting to act for someone then they don’t respect to the values of his soul and sell
him later.

Likewise what I wrote before, CIA Public Affairs reached them selves to me. About the opposition
forces, I don’t know who they was, but some unidentified persons was showing me a drawing (a pentagon, the
borderlines was red and it was like fire and inside of the pentagon was a big white mouse, moving toward
outside) they was shouting loud near my ears. I didn’t heard what CIA told me because of they was speaking
quietly. I don’t know why am I felt CIA can’t help me and I must ask the Iranian Intelligence (I was in Iran and
Iranian intelligence sentenced me to aiding their enemy (America), before.) to help me. I was coughing when I
phoned them, I insulted on all of whom they had complaints with them.

America decided to bother me (to protect our security I can’t describe more but it was something
worsen than bothering), however I got sold to our enemies, I was forced to vomit a few times as one of the
torturing methods, I got tortured by some kind of classified methods of exposure also but because of their
kindness to me, leaking more information about that moments of times are not beneficial during the current
moments of times and there was an agent (the names what he used for his self was T Matthiew Tom Raz
Phillips) one of the Americans (likewise the information what I received by my friends, the information what I
received about his name and his nationality and his simulated picture) who while he was shouting, tortured me
also (he have a long jaw and a long chin, his eyes is a little more circular than what you see inside of the
simulated picture bellow). I don’t know anything more!

T Matthiew Tom Raz Phillips

During that moments of time I was driving car and listening to some kind of political musics or some
musics of Michael Jackson (but some kind of other musics that was including bad ideologies what Muslims
sang also, but during that moments of times while I was cooperating with America I was not a politician nor an
army member so I hadn’t any responsibility about public or about protecting people and I was so young, but
also I was listening to some musics against the Islamic revolution while the volume was so loud in my car and
public could listen it, what Iranian Intelligence didn’t like), likewise what you see, I describe you these memoirs
what happened to me like a nightmare, while I am so calm. It’s so important for every critical personals, not to
let their brain during a vulnerable moment, because of the pain or because of their environmental situation, act
against the logic. I saw that while I am getting torture the other boys going to party with their girl friends while
some others are getting shoot and are dieing! When the people got terror in another country then I became
confused and I lost my concentration to be able to communicated with the other public people who was



confused and I lost my concentration to be able to communicated with the other public people who was
around me and it caused that they laugh to me and tell me: don’t you have any mental problem? (I remember
from when I left my mother in Iran and I came to Turkey49 to travel to the United States as much as I just had
stress and because of I have lots of problems so after many month that I was silent and calm even if
somebody insulted on me then I could talk clear and my voice became base a little when I was shouting to the
owner of an Internet Coffee who came and turned the computer off while I had not completed my work yet!
The other Internet Coffee what was closer was not good, some times when I was sitting there and working
with the computer one of the young boys shoot the other ones towards the glass of it’s long windows and it
could crash on my head! A situation like the poor crowd!) I could not describe my knowledges to people in a
conference, people never asked me about any reciprocative help, they didn’t gave me a moment to help them!
If you look to the works of F. A. Hayek one of the important scientists of the last century who had some
meetings with Darwin and many other scientists, who was one of the genius brains in economy, then you will
find out that he hardy could publish his own book to public! People will loose their chance when they don’t
listen to the others to learn something new and its so beauty if they always be full of kindness! I told you,
during that moment of time I was not an army member, I did what was necessary to help people but I was so
investigative, I told what I liked and I wrote my opinions in Internet whether my opinions was good or bad,
liberalism or conservative or Anarchical! You can find some people who like to attack the animals. You see lots
of African and Asian children die because of contaminated waters, who nobody taught them how to have a
respectful beauty life to gain more support even! You see lots of children inside of the developing countries
who have lots of potentials but we didn’t helped them to reach what they could! You see innocent and weak
African black women got raped, slaughtered and die because of sickness and fatal infections! You see the
violations against women all around the globe, the women who naturally love to respect to the needs of their
men! It’s not necessary that we only look to America and our allies such as Israeli government who it’s really
strange for me that their current presidents don’t like segregation at all and they don’t believe in forejudge
even about the civilians of the Islamic countries and our possessions who fight for delivering a better security
around the glob. When I describe you a fact about high-tech technologies even one of the small or far
countries around the globe (such as North Korea such a famous example) could have lots of high-tech secret
technologies what people are not aware of that yet! Likewise what you read before, I was not an army member
inside of its fearful world what crowd can not believe it, the unimaginable underground bases what you can not
imagine! The hard and formal decisions what we must obey! Death and causalities! Like what you read before,
near my family in my town I was driving car and I was listening to some kind of political musics or some
musics of Michael Jackson.

Top-secret military base - Zone 51 Base Souterraine



Top-secret military base - Zone 51 Base Souterraine



Soviet (old) nuclear submarine base, Balaklava



Sweden's Underground Naval Base at Muskö

Underground military base



Helix SyFy - The fiction movie combines elements of Michael Crichton's Andromeda Strain (about a secret underground
military facility dealing with an Ebola-like virus brought back on a satellite from space)

A Real Plant - activated Veggie plant growth system and Veg-01 experiment May 8 in the Columbus module on one of the real
International Space Stations!



Expedition 39 flight engineer and NASA astronaut Steve Swanson activates the Veggie plant growth system and Veg-01
experiment May 8 in the Columbus module on the International Space Station.



Classified picture of a modern secret underground base - underground lair like Bond Villians

Underground base



Underground nuclear base

While I rarely cry but the emotional potentials what the musics of Michael Jackson caused for me,
made me cry! “Heal the world make it a better place for you and for me and the entire human race” I screamed
where are you now Michael! Who caused that you die now! It was only a few days remained before of you
travel to the United Kingdom from the United States! It’s all what gone bad dead head!

When Iranian Intelligence service of Esfahan "Setade Khabari" on 2009 (a few years before of these
complaints, what happened to me) asked me to go there, they charged me with offenses, including Calling the
Central Intelligence Agency and transmitting some information to foreigner agencies and aiding the enemy.
The place is located on Hashtbehesht st. There was an officer outdoor and we must ring the doorbell; another
officer opens the door; there was a few rooms there; we went inside, there was a phone there. The phone
rang and somebody talked with me then he asked me to wait for a while. After a while three agents arrived and
asked me to go to another bigger room. They gave me a cup of tea, my hands was shaking. They asked me,
why your hand is shaking? Anyway it is the first time that I personally come inside of an Intelligence agency, I
answered. They asked me some questions and they forced me to fill a form and then I left the place. Because
of they didn’t arrested me so I decided to discuss about their ideologies more and I decided to learn about
their personalities. However while the Iranian regime was angry because of my activities about liberty and
freedom but the other countries made them more suspected to me and social engineered them against me50

also. I wont describe a lot about decisions what Israel made nor about the members of the United Nations
Security Council but between of these countries, the France was the only supporter of Barack Obama. It was
necessary that I get out of Iran soon, It was near the 2013 US presidential election, some people decided to
act against president Obama, I wont directly mention the name of these peoples, but president Obama was
black and he was a democrat and they liked to choose a republic and a white president! But what’s the
difference! While my skin color is white at most but I have lots of white and black friends, anyway who
completely respect to the people who got born in middle east, they decided to use me against Obama;
because of when the others want to attack you, they going to sue you in front of your supporters at first, so you
going to loose your power, and your supporters going to stop their supports and you going to act against each
other. I was not wise during that moments of times so they decided to bother me. I was thinking about that
what if Iranian regime arrest me if I stay there more, they arrest and sometimes they kill who are
communicating with the foreigner agencies. There was a few weeks that because of my problems I didn’t go to
university (The major of my studies was mathematics. Except of maintaining security is necessary for me, but
even right now I don’t know what America going to do about my educations, what I couldn’t complete because
of America51), I went to Kaveh Terminal in Esfahan, I took a bus then I went to Tehran (It’s the Capital city of
Iran) I went to “Argentine” Terminal near “Saware Beyhaghi” Park. Likewise what I wrote, even the most
powerful agencies can’t independently protect peoples life, lots of times before of that lots of peoples die, our
agents was aware of that the others inside or outside of America want to attack them but while people think
through broadcasting these information to civilians the problems going to solve (completely) but they are
wrong (While many times for my journalizing activities, many agencies attacked me, and I don’t mean
American agencies was an exception), there was a while that CIA was telling (between my communications)
that “You are a good bad boy now” if they acted independently against the other militia, they would imprisoned
them inside of America (While their activity caused that I am still alive and leaked some kind of secret
information to them to protect millions of American peoples life later). During the travel Esfahan intelligence
service of Iran didn’t accept that I get attack but their minister of intelligence headquarter in Tehran (Heidar
Moslehi, born in Esfahan, was the minister of intelligence in Tehran-Iran) ordered they attack me, the last



Moslehi, born in Esfahan, was the minister of intelligence in Tehran-Iran) ordered they attack me, the last
message what he gave was:

Heidar Moslehi

“I must kill you by hanging, it’s our law. You acted against our security. A little you cum and go but I
wont kill you but if you act against me then I can kill you out of Iran or rap— your fami————,etc. DARI AZ
HOZEYE EKHTIYARATAM KHAREJ MISHI” (because of respecting to my medal and also not to make more
complaints about who didn’t kill me, I prefer not to declassify nor describe any more information) but
somebody sent Electrical Shock to my testis, for torture. I remember Saman Bank of Iran (in 2008) sometimes
tried to bother me, they could put the ATMs out of network coverage so I could not receive money using my
credit card (even in Tehran their voice-president did some kind of other activities against/for some other
figures of the regime, what I am not completely aware of that yet) I remember that one of the other Iranian
mullahs “Mehdi Karubi” was so happy and he was laughing to this bad situation of me, and likewise what I
heard, he was insulting to me (when they was torturing me in 2012, a few month before of The US
Presidential Election)



Mehdi Karubi

His intelligence sources was not powerful as much as the other mullah “Heidar Moslehi” intelligence
sources was powerful anyway. They didn’t like each other and they have acted against each other! My mother
called the main branch of the related tourism company and asked them: Is my boy there? Is he alright? Later
when I saw the officer of the tourism company then he told me that why you didn’t call your mother for a while?
She is so sad! You must call her! I have a phone here I will call her now! However it was on the day of the
accident and it was during the night and I was hearing that somebody was shouting “Shoot. Don’t Shoot.
Shoot. Don’t Shoot. Shoot. Don’t Shoot.” Then they sent electricity to my testis for a while.



Barack Obama hugged a child

Now look at the chapter 6, in the second paragraph where I wrote “Just I Rock” there was a
while that Iranian leader had threatened US security and CIA must use some Iranians to find-out what
he wanted to do, I must note that It was near The 2013 US Presidential Election and now it was more
beneficial for dear president Obama that we stay in touch with each other so when somebody was
angry with him and contacted me he could find him so during this bad situation, he was responsible to
let the others do what they wanted to do about me but he don’t talk with them about our friendship
relation. Likewise what I wrote in this chapter some people decided to act against the president, now
look at the Chapter 1 where I wrote “American agents doing covert-operations to cover their
cooperators activities” while my mouth is shut usually but through looking at these texts and if you
imagine that a satellite was locked on me (and you don’t imagine that only one country have access to
these kind of technologies) then you can find-out what happened to me exactly.



Likewise what I wrote in this book many political activists, who I am aware of what they do, trying to
use the people as their own tool, engineer every societies as much as they can, but does the US president
who gave me lots of honors when the terrorisms made a catastrophic nightmare in my life, so who delivered
the hope to my life, a leader who when people die then he really cries for a few days for them. Is this president
like the others or not? (I let you to answer this question, you your self!) Near the Iranian-Turkish border after
“Khoy” we could do an exchange about our money and convert our Rials/Tomans to Liras. This time I had real
cash in my pocket, because of Iranian regime could shout down the ATMs, when I tried to receive money from
my bank accounts, in Iran. They did it about me a few times before, many years ago. This caused that they
didn’t tracked my location successfully also. The regime let me to left Iran. From when I left Iran, and arrived to
Ankara (when I talked with agents around the globe, when I communicated with a figure, etc.) between of our
communications CIA told “you are a good bad boy now” because of what it girls said was a funny term for me
then I remembered it many times.



HAARP (Some new semi-international technologies what people made some strange documentaries and mysteries about
that: High Frequency Active Auroral Research Program - HAARP)



HAARP

A picture about some mysteries what could be related to weather modification



HAARP

Slowly except of Human Rights Watch and Interpol and IFRC, etc., I increased my communications
with other peoples and I gained more friends. An important thing what I like to note here is that if you work for
somebody who you don’t believe in their ideologies or if you work for somebody who you don’t believe in their
activities, not only you going to loose your self confidence and you going to get depression but also your
leader going to sell you to the others and he stops his support of you, because of he think that you are acting
against the law, so their freedom and their habits must get limited to what their leaders prefer. Maybe a leader
likes to use tar-gas against people, the other likes to arrest them and the other one likes that his people don’t
listen to some kind of musics. The leader through applying his authorities on mass-medias, controls the public
opinions; we name these activities propagandas. This Propaganda could happen against another country or
against the citizens of the country where the leader live. It complementary action is Social Engineering, what
not only most of the leaders do it but also many private companies use this tool to reach their own goals,
targets, and ideologies. Maybe even many people die through their actions and maybe even an organization
in Afghanistan use these political tools against one of the Americans.The use of electronic amplification
devices, such as loudspeakers or bullhorns, may require permits for "amplified sound". The use of human
microphones provides a way for people to address large gatherings without running afoul of such
requirements. The human microphone was first used in the anti-nuclear protests in the United States and
later in the 1999 Seattle WTO protests. This method of communication attracted attention due to its use by
Occupy Wall Street. A human microphone, also known as the people's microphone, is a means for delivering a
speech to a large group of people, wherein persons gathered around the speaker repeat what the speaker
says, thus "amplifying" the voice of the speaker without the need for amplification equipment. The speaker
begins by saying "mic check". When the people near the speaker respond "mic check", the speaker knows



begins by saying "mic check". When the people near the speaker respond "mic check", the speaker knows

they have the group's attention. The speaker says a short phrase, part of a speech, and then pauses. Those
that can hear what the speaker has said repeat the phrase in unison, and when finished, the speaker says
another phrase, then pauses again waiting for a response, etc., until the speaker's speech is complete.



Chapter 4
The guerrillas52 must move amongst the people as a fish swims in

the sea.
(Sun Tzu: The Art of War)

I remember when I was getting out of Iran and I passed Iranian-Turkish boarder, my problems
continued, until I reached my self to Ankara (at first, I taught when somebody travel to another country (except
of is it located in Asia or Europa) the new country going to protect him against his enemies. While I waste tens
of thousands of dollars during traveling to some other countries (even about satellite communication services,
sometimes and only sometimes even when you become a UN Refugee there, even if you inform the
government but they wont protect you as much as it is necessary, maybe you (some people) guess: the
government do it to decrease the population of their foreigner citizens (immigrants), through increasing some
gossips what will spread in the area about these kind of problems, between publics; but while they do a same
thing about you as one of the individuals of their society and then about the other individual of their society
also, so you your self are the next one who a same situation will happen to him, also.)), it was the first time
that I traveled to Turkey, we took a taxi then we went to a hotel, the hotel was located in an area named Kizilay
(Kızılay) in Ankara and it name was Ozilhan Hotel, I get inside and put my bags there. It was not the late night.
I was so tired while I felt that I going to taste a different situation about the amounts of the freedoms what I
could have here! Because of the recent tortures, I was so tiered mentally! I decided to go out and then I search
for a bar or I search for a dance club. I asked people about, is any club there. You must go to the city-center,
they answered. I went forward, I asked a few guys that: “is there any club here?” They guided me about the
direction. I went inside, there was a few girls there and there was alcoholic drinks, a girl sat near me and gave
me a glass of Vodka and asked for 100 dollars and I gave her, then she asked for 200 dollars more and I gave
her again, then she asked me that you give me 100 dollars more then I going to stay with you during the night.
I told her that I don’t have any more monies right now, my monies are in my hotel room. She told me, you go
and bring me more monies. but I was so tired and I had not lots of monies, however there was beautiful girls
inside of the bar.



Women in the Turkish Night Clubs

Women in the Turkish Night Clubs

I came back to the hotel and I dropped my self on the bed and even I forgot to close the door and I felt
in asleep, suddenly. My room was at the first floor. The next day, when I woke-up, I went down stairs, there
was hot tea and Turkish coffee and egg and bread and jam and cheese there (free to serve for every guests),
on the table. Persian (Iranian) people was in the lobby (restaurant) there. Likewise what I wrote before, we
must respect to different kind of people with different kind of opinions, emotions and cultures so there is
difference between people (such as Iranian people), one of the Iranian53 men sat there and he was eating
breakfast, another Iranian girl54 sat in the lobby with her mother. Her mother came to turkey with her daughter,
because of she feared of that maybe somebody bother her daughter. We talked with each other while we was



because of she feared of that maybe somebody bother her daughter. We talked with each other while we was

eating breakfast, then I came back to my room. There was a few beer cans and chocolate bars and mineral
waters there, inside of the refrigerator.

(Me inside of a park Akköprü - ANKARA)



(Me inside of a park Akköprü - ANKARA)

When I came to Turkey, at first I had lots of monies and lots of times, usually I was consuming Pizza
there! Turkish kebab (Doner) is one of the famous and tasty foods of Turkey. The price of foods in Turkey is
something between 3 TL (1.5$) to 20 TL (10$) in the restaurants. Except of wasting my monies for buying
some foods I also payed 60 dollars per night (about 120 Turkish Liras (TL)) for my hotel room but then I rent a
home. I must pay about 200$ per month and when I went out of my rental home then I could bought one
pocket of (500gr) spaghetti 1.5 TL. After a few days my problems increased so I called the police of Turkey but
they didn’t or they couldn’t help me (But some strange facts happened what had some relations and
connections with Canada, Germany, France and Russian embassy also, those countries whom later decided
not to cooperate with my enemies so not to let my enemies kill me, when they was shouting and say “marg bar
in babama oon/(un) babam” only a funny term with harmony what means “death to/(down with) this father of
mine and that father of mine”, what I going to describe you about, more, in this chapter, later. I don’t know
about France a lot, so I wont mention their actions, later. also if we look deeply to my problems, what I had in
Turkey (later), from another aspect of view so when Turkish government killed four citizens of them selves



Turkey (later), from another aspect of view so when Turkish government killed four citizens of them selves
(Turkish protesters whom was against their current parliament and their current president during that moment
of time), where people was mourning in Kizilay. Where some political activists and human rights defendants
was asking people to sign a petition against these assassinations (where they had made a monument for
them), I signed the petition, what worsened my problems. Because of I couldn’t find-out more information
about what happened to me when I did some kind of activities like this so, I wont describe more about my
times in Turkey. I going to write about these strange facts what happened to me after my call, when I am
describing about the happenings and the accidents when I didn’t received any citizenship but I went to
Russian embassy and asked them to give me a citizenship or they give me a temporary visa (at least) to travel
to Russia, because of I felt that Russia is more secure than Turkey, because of it is more far about the central
locations of the Middle East than where Turkey is, and also because of it is more secure and more powerful
than Turkey. However I remember that at first I went to American embassy and then to British embassy to
receive a citizenship, while they didn’t gave me a citizenship, also. But later they did something with my brain,
to enhance some internal systems of my brain, to cause that if terrorisms arrested me and tried to extract my
internal imagination system, then I be able to control what I am thinking about and I be able to control my
imaginations), anyway likewise what I wrote, while nobody supported me nor I received any citizenship from
America nor from England but after that I went to American embassy and British embassy then they (and CIA
agents) did something with my brain to enhance it’s blood circulations to improve the brain of mine but from
another aspect of view “sending electricity (remotely) to my testis will make my children ill (even can causes
mental illness)”. During that moments of time the Great Britain was angry because of what happened to Mr.
Bradley Manning, because of his mother had a nationality from the United Kingdom (Welsh) and she was so
sad about her boy, her boy who was a member of the US Army before. They also told me that US must
supported you, before. You was not a Muslim and you was not like the other Islamists who don’t respect to the
sexual freedom of the other people even. Their current situation (during that moment of time), caused that they
decrease their diplomatic cooperation with America. It’s related to when I was in Turkey.



UNHCR Certification (my document of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugee)



UNHCR Certification

Lots of PIZZA HUT branches exist in Philippines but because of a variety of tasty foods what existed
there so I bought it only once. I still remember the old and brown bottles of its old tasty beers what it’s people
drank inside of the suburbs near Manila. They have party with their friends and families and they eat
everything there inside of the party! While the music is playing loud there! I saw, very poor people slept inside
of the streets there. Except of the cars, some of its people had something like a three wheel bicycle for
transportation, also (about its weather, its air was smelling wet most of the times).

The Manila is one of the main, and the capital city of Philippines. Just when I went out of the airport,
taxi drivers asked to guide me about the famous locations of the city! I took a taxi! I can still remember that the
taxi driver asked me where do you want to go? I told him I only want to go to my hotel but he insisted that we
must go to a club! He bring me to a club, it name was area51 (I heard it stopped its services to its costumers
and its guests later), I can remember it’s parking was in front of the door of the main entry! When we get inside
of the main entry then we went forward a few meters and on the right side there was the entrance of the main
salon! Some teen and young girls sat there on the salon! They did strip in the late night hours, also! There was
lots of foods including seafoods and the baked partridges white meat and porks meat! Red Wine, White Wine
and Vodka! While Champagne is an old classic but the red wines taste was something different there because
of while it made you drunk but also it causes a hot and warm filling in your body! Teenager girls got inside of
the scene and took out their clothes and they danced, sometimes they took out their bra and showed their
body to the guests, also! They came closer to the guests and showed their breasts to them! There was lots of
prostitute women there who was sex workers and instead of receiving some money would stay with you during
the night! I went to the hotel after visiting the club! Its rooms was not so light! I watched one of the champions
of kick boxing (WWE) what the TV inside of the hotel’s room was playing! I don’t know what happened to the
remote control of the TV tomorrow for it didn’t work very very well till last day when I left it in the room and I
took my bag slowly, not to made them aware of what happened to the misery remote control and then I went
out of the hotel! Inside of its department store, fast foods, healthy foods, coconut juice, cantaloupe juice and
mango juice!

Once I took a taxi and I went out of the city. The taxi driver bring me to a beach. I swam there, until the
dusk! About the sunset, the color of the sky changed to a beautiful red color completely! I went to the airport to
come back to where I lived, I missed my pipe with its premium natural taste light tobaccos what was waiting for
me with my heavy books and my fish-oil (Omega-3) capsules and my B-complex capsules and my CoQ10
capsules and my Gincosan (a mixture of ginkgo biloba and ginseng) caps what I had this ready to got mixture
near my math books there! However for sure you know that smoking tobaccos is one of the main causes of
cancers nowadays and it specially causes the lungs cancer!

My political problems continued. One year later, inside of Turkey, when I was receiving money from
people to pay for Internet so inform the America about their security threats, while I hadn’t food to eat, while I
was successful about helping some agencies in our country such as CIA to save their peoples healthy life and
save their peoples security, then because of I had a bad financial situation, I went to another city in Turkey. It
name is Nide. The weather is could there (it was not more than a few month that I was an official agent of
America, while it was twelve years that I had cooperation with America), during that moment of time when my
body lost it’s energy and I was freezing as much as the weather was cold there, some Israeli cooperators was
sharing their warm emotions with me. It was winter and the weather temperature in Nide was only a little better
than Moscow in Russia, where I had been also. In Russia lots of people don’t know English language, there is
snow there and they have a beautiful underground train (metro) station in Moscow, I have not seen something
like this in the other countries where I traveled before, because of the people go down underground so much
to reach them self to Metro (the railway was so deep underground), but still satellites can track you there! I can



to reach them self to Metro (the railway was so deep underground), but still satellites can track you there! I can

exactly remember the colorful stained glass works inside of the walls of one of its main stations in Moscow!

Moscow Metro Station

Moscow Metro Station

Once, in Turkey, I was in the road of Ankara-Istanbul that the public bus what I was inside of that,
went inside of a tunnel what they (some workers) made inside of a very tall mountain, where satellite
connections got disconnected there. The Moscow weather is so cold and their foods are different. They
make something like creamy confectioneries (like small pieces of cakes) and place natural gelatin on this and
then place the fish meat on this food; when I went to supermarkets in Russia, there was big, beautiful and ripe



then place the fish meat on this food; when I went to supermarkets in Russia, there was big, beautiful and ripe
fruits (apple, etc.) there! When I saw these fruits, suddenly I guessed, they are (probably) genetically modified
fruits, else they could not be that much colorful! Inside of the hotels their waters looked a little green inside of
the bathtubs. It was so interesting that their people was wealthy in comparison with the other countries where I
traveled, I went there legally and nobody bothered me there.

The British intelligence service is one of the organizations that people who work there are very kind. I
remember, when I was in Nide they gave a message to me.
British Secret Intelligence Service message to me55:

In Great Britain the weather will be so cold soon, and as much as the weather is cold in Turkey so you
can see your breath in the mountain which you live. Look at (take care of) the starry sky, there are stars there.
Now you are aware of that we are forced to keep the secrecy to maintain our security, I won't describe more. I
prefer that you say something about your self!
Best Wishes___“YOU 2”

From when they (Secret Intelligence Service of UK - SIS) found out that I am Post-Traumatic Stress
Disordered they are rarely communicating with me in comparison with every other countries, not to make my
brain’s situation worsen even a little. When I could die because of the amount of the tortures on me, through
sending some kind of radiations to my body, they preferred to let one of their spies, who was sick because of
the amounts of tortures on him, who could die soon, many agents of UK and America and somewhere else
(like me) use (some of) his Identities to keep them self alive.

The central intelligence agency is the first organization what I started to cooperate with them, it was
CIA. But SIS from Britain had let me and his other cooperators to use his names (real names, nick names,
etc.) to keep my self alive, to loose my tracks against our enemies. I remember SIS told to his cooperator like
me: Alfred (Alfred - his real or his nick name) You was one of the bests!

Even if I died one day, when the others stop to support me, this book is a great monument for the
other agents who want to read about the classified history and about the spies who died but could not talk with
you.

If you look at the motto of the Mossad, this is what you going to see (from the holy bible): "Where no
counsel is, the people fall, but in the multitude of counselors there is safety."

Likewise what you read before, when I talked with some agents of England and Canada and Russia
and Germany, they became sad about that some of their leaders caused that I got bothered before and
decided to do something. Later while I was under attack, they didn’t asked anybody to help me officially, but
when they was shouting: “Marg bar in babama oon babam” “down with this father and that father” also through
an informal translation it means “Death for me/Death to me, this fa (farsi/persian) is under attack and that Bob



an informal translation it means “Death for me/Death to me, this fa (farsi/persian) is under attack and that Bob
(half Persian half American) is under attack” (because of I was searching in Internet about some other spies,
who terrorisms attacked them, and then some other governments got notified that I searched about it) so they
rushed and attacked the supporters of who was torturing me. It was about when some demonstrations against
the government started in Turkey.

Likewise what you read here, and also in Chapter 3, CIA and Interpol was careful, not to let the others
kill me. Slowly I increased my political friends, when anybodies who was joining our communications was
including someone whom had a relation with the persons who attacked me, before. When some times our
communications with my friends was related to my problems so it was necessary that my friends get notified
about that I had some problems before, so they casually and repeatedly said “You are a good bad boy now”,
later during a good moment of time when we was exactly talking about who tortured me, they said “you are a
good bad boy now”. while nobody arrested this dear agent (and at first I dedicated this book to her agency)
but also my problems leaked to the others and the others got notified.

If during the next century any other countries added any text about my life time to what I typed here in
this book I somehow accept their texts also and I don’t reject their documents completely.

When one of the military intelligence agencies are communicating with you, most of the times they say
something but they mean something more, for example if one of the agencies told you “One hour per night”
they could want to guide you about a direction to one of the locations of the geographical map, or maybe they
like to do some covert operations about you.56 It is possible that you receive a message from an organization
but they give you another code to decode what they wrote. Lets try it, you just received an email from army,
they wrote: Inside of the civil agency kind people had a bad disastrous but hot and good celebration, the music
volume was too high, but something bad happened, we was hearing by the DJ that I love you. Inside of the
new archive of the bar some dirty and bad databases with dirty information of the costumers in public
computer there, caused that I did not find any DVD about the recent assassins activities. We are all around
you now, hey dear Rose I ask you to take care while you going home.

Ten minutes later, the army have made a satellite contact with you, they are telling you, yes I made you
aware, I wrote for you what happened. You say: Really! I was waiting to hear from you. The army say: inside of
agency then I gave you my message, you are nasty all around badness but after my DVD player, inside my
room, there is a gift what I will give you after an awesome amazing all a scores.

You are behind of your computer now! You are reading their texts, you slowly vesper: what does they
said? Does they said, inside of agency then I gave you my message, you are nasty all around badness! But
inside of the message what they gave me I saw the “bad” word lots of times!

Now look at what the army said through satellite communication. Now look at what the army wrote for
you through an email message. Now try to decode the message you your self. Inside of agency then I gave
you my message, you are nasty all around badness. I saw “a bad disastrous” “something bad happened”
“some bad databases” “with dirty information”. You see the words what they wrote around bad, before and
after it. I saw they said: after DVD player there is a gift what I will give you, after an amazing all a scores. But
inside of the email of the army I see the “DVD” word again, after the “DVD” word they wrote: “about the recent
assassins activities. We are all around you now, hey dear Rose I ask you to take care while you going
home.” Here just you saw the words what started with a. Now look at the answer, it must be something like:
Inside of the agency a (bad) disastrous something happened some databases with information about
assassins activities are (what happens) all around! Dear (I) ask (you) take care (of your self).

The second example:
(you too look at...) Look at the starry sky, there are stars there without space. You are one of the best

counter-terrorism intelligence personal who I've ever seen, likewise, one day you told me “you are one of the
bests...” also. Israeli also.

Not only we was not responsible to pay for you, but also your families, neither the other governments!
If when you was in Iran you talked with some persons or if you read something bad then like one of the
members of your family I was responsible to maintain a required level of security for you. In Great Britain the
weather will be so hot!

Now after reading the articles of the next chapter (chapter 5) you can try it (remember if you expand it
then that whatever the else you imagine, they could like to mention also):

(you too look at ... )
Take care of the starry sky, sere sare stars sere without (space char).
(you too look at...)
Take care of the starry sky, sere sare stars sere without Yous you are one of the best counter-

terrorism intelligence personal who I've ever seen, likewise, one day you told me miaou are one of the
bests V also. Israeli also.

(you too look a t (s))



Take care of the starry sky, sere sare stars sere without Yous you are one of the best counter-terrorism
intelligence personal who I've ever seen, likewise, one day you told me miaou are one of the bests V also.
Israeli also.

Not was not responsible to pay but also familiest neither the other governments! was Iran talked with
some persons read something bad then the (members of) family was responsible to maintain A security.
(the)Great Britain the weather so hot!

Likewise what I wrote before, Iranian intelligence charged me with offenses, including calling the CIA
and communicating information to foreigner agencies and aiding the enemy, later they tracked me, while I was
listening to their ideologies and I respected to their culture also. Later, some unidentified ones (one of the
Iranian agents who didn’t told me his name nor where he works.) shared some secret facts to me, about some
of the regime activities which are against their law:

The worst problem of our agents (Iranian agents) are that if we open our mouth the government going
to kill us. We are weak and we are working using the minimum requirements. We have seen, how our
government drop the citizens inside of the cars and transfer them to the underground prisons, inside of the
cells where nobody could hear their voice. Then the government torture them. We saw how some leaders
gaining more money for them selves and where peoples don’t get notified they drink alcohol, transfer and sell
and use illegal drugs. We miss our Imam. (They let me get out of Iran and they didn’t arrest me - also because
of some personal problems, I didn’t talk directly about a leader of Iran in this book nor about some nuclear
advancements there and I hope it causes a better situation for me.)

The United States government and US agents are the most polite people in comprehension with the
other countries which we are cooperating yet. Britain and France are the kindest governments in
comprehension with the other members of the UN Security Council which we communicated with each other.

I remember once in Iran, I was reading one of the poems (the eagle the poem) what had written by one
of the Iranians57, who was one of the student of the Cambridge University of England:

Flapping his wings, he rose above the scene,
"Forgive me, friend, for being so keen.

Live long, eat well, and grow, if you wish,
On carrion and dead matter and putrid fish.

This delicious-looking fare I’d rather pass,
As I have passed to the animals the grass.

Death, immediate, in the firmament today,
Is worth a hundred lives enmeshed in decay."

He then rose into the air, gained altitude, on and on,
With the crow watching in amazement, there upon.

He reached his own abode, passed even that,
To the abode of light, where the firmament's at.

He became a point that had existed a while,
Then turned into a dot that was not servile.



Chapter 5
The task of the leader is to get his people from where they are

to where they have not been___Henry Kissinger
In this chapter you can read what US president Barack Obama gave me before, and also there are two

articles of mine, what at first I wrote in “Veteran Ventures”58 website about communications security. It’s
necessary that I add them to this book for the audience, those who want to work in politics but reduce the
probability of getting tracked and then nobody be able to identify them so don’t causes imprisonment for them
selves nor they get torture (I also liked to write an article about satellite communications security and privacy
there, but I had not enough time to do it yet; you are always responsible to maintain a required level of security
for your self).

It was a few months ago that it was my birth day, I had a very bad situation what it’s too soon to
describe, when I heard the voice of Mr. President then I felt a different situation. The old email address of the
White House is an old contact system what is not recommended to anybody nowadays because of  the new
contact form of the White House have lots of new abilities but during that moment of times I used the old email
address once again, like what I did a few times many years ago. Like many years ago, I received an automatic
replay again. I remembered my communications what I had everyday in Iran, for a long while, every mornings,
every noons and every nights with the U.S. President when I confronted this replay.

(picture: part 1)

(part 2)

(part 3)

But later, this time, Mr. President informed me about that I received your email through the old email
address again, yes, I gave you the honor!

President Barack Obama:
I dedicate my best wishes for my friend Mr. Peiman Ghasemi who fought for humanity.

This nation and the freedom we cherish can, and shall, prevail. I must note that the texts what
I gave to my friend is rewritten by he his self. The planet is full of violation what secret
Illuminati can caused. I didn’t took your home but I like to give you the house. I remember the
day when inside of your messages you wrote for me, Dear truly winner of the Nobel peace
prize, So when you succeed America succeeded. Here in America we believe in actions and we
like to stop people to act against logic when their mental system is depressed. When they think



like to stop people to act against logic when their mental system is depressed. When they think

about something, we imagine for sure they will do that, so we make a plan to decide about
them before they do something wrong but a crying eye of a child can ruin these actions and
plans! Our old friendship relations caused that I mention it. It is impossible that this person
who is the friend of mine for many years, who loves me that much have done something
unsatisfiable! You loved to help everybody and every country. I remember after lots of studies
about the Iranian culture and while you were helping their civilians for some years, what
nobody mentioned because of the amount of the other international works what you were
dealing with them, it was a few months ago that you were insulting to yourself and to your
own family under torture for the activities what you did for people to increase their knowledge
then after lots of years of writing some articles for the civil generation then one of the
homeless and poor persons inside of a public terminal insulted on you so it’s not necessary that
you insult on yourself family while the prosecutor government of your homeland likes to kill
you and when you are protecting me here against the threatening problems!

Our dear lieutenant regarding to what you will write in your book about American
covert operations later, I most note that we are aware! Today is your birth day. Your work
about communication security what you with cooperation of the Central Intelligence Agency
did to have some fun, only to have a training to test your abilities about cryptography and
encryption what were not such a serious project for you, were very interesting for me. The
other secret work of yours what you did such a medic to protect the life of US federal agents
was another prefect work, briefly. Happy birthday! And I must note the audience, I can’t
describe you whatever I want to say. When humanity and mankind and women succeed
America succeeded and “here in the House” I ask you to let me say when president succeed
America succeeded. I remember you could not complete your university in Iran and it was
necessary for you to get out of there soon because of some of the political complaints. There is
no difference about that “am I black, white or in between”. There is no difference about that
“are you from Iran or from Africa”. I’m not black, I’m not white, and so what am I?! The first
year of studying in university for you, passed by studying about mathematical logical systems.
True and false causes a true relation, true or false causes a false relation. You studied about the
paradox of Bertrand Russell while the other students were reading it, you studied about what
he did to stand against the nuclear wars, also! You were thinking about the differences between
the mathematical meaning of “˄” sign what means “or” in logical systems of mathematics
while you compared it with the grammatical usage of “or”. You were thinking when people say
“me “or” my friend will go for the presidential election” so if one of them don’t go then while
the other one goes for the election then “you” or “him” went for the election so you didn’t lie
but in logic true ˄ false causes a false relation but you didn’t imagine that it’s only the
audacity of hope what can solve it! But a crying eye of a child can ruin these actions and plans!
Can you solve it? But I hope you go to the university the next year, again! It’s the kind hope
what always attracted your emotions and caused that you lose your concentrations to your
environmental situations! America is the country of immigrants so when we win America wins!
I ask people to think about the major of the contents of this book, once again. When Iranian



I ask people to think about the major of the contents of this book, once again. When Iranian
people celebrate Nowruz and grow seeds, we grow seeds inside of the White House also. When
you were so young, you were studying English language at most and you had bought lots of
books about English language. You didn’t read lots of mathematical books completely but you
read lots of English books and it approves that how much you loved our culture! Without
money and food, because of the cold weather your muscles were shaking during the night and
likewise what you wrote to many organizations “nobody helped you” but you wrote to The
Central Intelligence Agency that “While I Receiving Money From People, To Protect US Security
Even If I Died, I Died for Freedom” so you are one of the symbols of the mankind and the
humanity in the history. When you did some kind of investigative activities in Internet your
geopolitical and physical situation caused that they sue you. When you were a child, one of the
teachers of the paranormal science59 in front of one of the small groups of the audience told
you: “you will have a bright future later!” The holy lord loves you. I need a quintessential self-
made man. There is no justification for unreasonable inactions! You are clever so we needed
your brain, we needed to make you succeeded! War! It’s what you see inside of the programs of
a few “broadcasting corporations” what you mentioned it, Industrial and technological
transformations “while what they are doing is such an unimaginable war plan” for people!

Yours Faithfully,
Barack Obama

Communications security for foreign officers:

You are responsible for providing enough security for yourself and your organization. For 12 years I've
cooperate with the CIA and the White House, out of America.



Just imagine that you are in Iran and you call the CIA and you give them some detailed info. During the next
few days Iranian Intelligence will arrest you.

Imagine that you are in China and you send an email to the White House, CIA or US-Army, after a few
minutes, opponent countries intelligence services will find you, they can lock on you through tracking systems.
When enemies find you then they can torture you and extract some information.

To stay safe and secure, never use your home computer for your online works. There is only a little difference
between a normal connection to Internet (HTTP) and a secure connection using SSL protocol (HTTPS) when
the subject is espionage; so never search about top secrets inside of the search engines. Don't write to your
destination agency about the secrets of one country when you use their website contact form or when you
send them email. If you got imprisoned there is no way to set yourself free. So the first mistake is the last one.

I will write for you a checklist about how to make a contact safely:

1) Turn off your mobile phone, and take the battery out, and then go to the place where you want to use the
Internet (Internet cafe, etc.)

2) Hide your IP. For example "Tor" is a free program that will bounce your IP from each of its relays around the
world. Basically, it's just a big database of proxies that you can access to keep your online identity safe. When
you're using the Tor then the server computers would no longer be able to track some information about the
physical location of your IP, while intelligence agencies would have some delays to find your location.

3) Your destination agency must know you by a nick name; never use your real name when you give them
information.

4) It isn't good that you completely type the name of any country what you want to talk about that!

5) You never send anything secret while it's not encrypted.

There are a few ways to encrypt your texts. There is a program which can encrypt your communications for
you. It's PGP (Pretty Good Privacy) or GPG4Win. For encrypting your texts you can download it here:

http://www.gpg4win.org

Boeing company use it own method:

http://www.boeingsuppliers.com/ldap_proxy/get_cert.html

There are also some methods by using Morse code available for you to encrypt your communications.

This online translator can translate to and from Morse code:

http://www.technick.net/public/code/cp_dpage.php?aiocp_dp=util_morse_converter

(When you use the Morse code characters and prosigns then for example instead of ".." you can type "for"
etc., instead of ".-" you can type "zero" etc. and so on. So instead of... - you would write: for zero. You must
inform the related agency about how you would encrypt your texts, so they can decrypt it later.)

http://www.gpg4win.org




Morse Code

6) Don't forget to clear the cookies of your web browser after you send your message to the destination.

7) You would leave your location as soon as possible. When you hide your IP you will have more time for
leaving the location.

Lieutenant Peiman Ghasemi; CIA.
https://twitter.com/PeimanGhasemi
http://www.veteranventures.org/author/peiman/

http://www.veteranventures.org/author/peiman/


Chapter 6
One of the most beneficially changes in the history of wireless
communications which scientists reached in the 21st century is
about applying mechanics in physics (instead of the past secret
electrical technology) to reach the ability of transmitting

voice near the ear of people which decreased the rate of cancer
and caused that spies be able to hide their real identity more
easily for those who learned how to use this recent technology.

(Lt.Peiman Ghasemi)
Russian military advancements are a little more complex and complicated in comparison with the other

countries, for example one of their organizations who are using Aeroflot aerospace technology to extract the
pattern of the brain. At first I had a little complaints about this with them but I forgave them. During one of their
last forced communications with me she gave me a message, that: I also attacked the men who terror women.
I also attacked the mullahs. I also bothered you (and some other ones). I also selected Russian army to work
for, but I also found out this is not good (violated and useless).

Russian Security Agency also during their forced communication with me, when (because of some
relations and US secret activities about Islamists which because of respecting to my medal and respecting to
a better security for our people, I only described a little.) during that moment of time I was getting biological
torture to death (a few times before of that, I asked the other people is death painful?), It was Russians who
regarding to my questions told:

I forgave you, because of calling the Central Intelligence Agency you caused lots of problems for your
self and dropped your self from the top to the floor by your head, while you was a child you liked to go to
America and become an astronaut when you are dieing while its not up to me but you think about what I told
you now, but if the others have not killed you, then when children of the children of your children are living
(long later), our homeland and maybe even your homeland going to fall but I let you to stay alive, probably UK
and France wont fall, even if we fall___“BUT YOU DIVE”.

Then they (Russians) increased their cooperation with Israeli government instead of mullahs but some
of these mullahs ordered the terror of some people such as Ms. Saba Haftbaradaran60 who they shoot a bullet
to her chest and dropped her on the ground to die! These peoples was some kind of refugees inside of the
Ashraf Camp in Iraq. Like many other countries and organizations, they couldn’t stand against them, because
of these three powerful mullahs and the supporter country is somehow powerful also.

Victims of the Ashraf Camp

Likewise what I remember, many years before of the accidents what I have wrote about them, inside of
the Chapter 3, CIA women in Public Affairs (and maybe even women in the White House and the other related
intelligence headquarters) when I liked to reach my self to US Army in Iraq, when I was so young, they told
me: “Just I Rock.” They tried to accept me to work as an agent. It’s interesting that I tell you, it was not a long
time that I had watched the Mission Impossible the movie I saw a woman inserted a virus to her body to
transfer it to another place. Who cares about what happened to me? What about stoning the civil women?
who cares! etc. (even I don’t have a wise family).



I remember it was exactly when I was adding (liking) Christians pages in Facebook that one of the
Iranian Christians who didn’t knew about what is politics, but always talked about politics and he liked politics,
saw me in an Internet coffee, he recommended me to go to one of the churches where he went usually, the
name of the Church is IPCA, if you take a bus from kizilay what its destination is Chidem (Çiğdem) then it
would pass the church. Its three famous permanent staffs names (nicknames) are Mr. Armen, Ms. Khanomjan
and Mr. Aghajan during this years when I’m living there.

Once when during the night I was reading the holy bible I prayed and asked my lord to help me to
achieve my goals and reach the victory and a few month later CIA and president Obama accepted me and
they gave me honor (While I was in Turkey).

It’s related to when I was under torture through some kind of classified methods, and one of SIS (MI6)
spies who I described in “Chapter 4” was dieing. And it was only a few month after when CIA told me, they
submitted my identities to give me an E-561 medal of honor later officially. When CIA decided to give me this
medal in Turkey they told me: “Pick”, they tried to find-out what going to happen if I work for them, later they
accepted me officially, then they accepted me as a secret agent, they told me we caused lots of problems for
you, we going to heir you and we going to strengthen you, you love me but you need some encouragements.62

Thats why I dedicated this book to this agent she saved me. Don’t forget to see the pictures of the future of
the Mars and US future plans about the earth inside of the next pages!

During the final parts of this book, I like to tell you, when Americans voted to Barack Obama they
selected a president who likes to listen to every kinds of ideologies who is against violations, he is black and
he is tired of racial activities, he knows many languages (and even a little he knows Persian) his vice-president
Joe Bidden knows many languages, and talk with me very fluently and he is so kind and there is no difference
for him about, what is your country, your race, etc. Hilary Clinton is so kind and also she is a women who
respect to peace and she don’t likes violations, currently a great group of politician are in office and it’s very
good for American people if they respect to their current chance what they gained nowadays!

It’s a few parts of the secret history from the 2005 to 2014:
Microsoft decided to give some networking facilities to Iran, while they also preferred to describe to

Iranian civil people about that the regime of their own country wants to decrease the freedom of their access
to Internet also they tried to brighten the public opinions about the Iranian regime’s money works with some
other countries while we was talking with each other. Some of the poor African children received some kind of
free laptops as a gift from Mr. Bill Gates and the Microsoft company to use them for study! Because of that Bill
Gates is a genius brains of the United States so usually the local companies of the United States respect him
but there was a few times that I heard about that they want to make a chaotic situation for him and weaken his
authorities during these recent years.

2012: Red Cross, Red Crescent and IFRC decided to increase their support about Asia for a while but
they made a balance, later, after a few years.

2005-2014: US actions against Mr. Bradley Manning and Mr. Julian Assange caused that Britain
decreased its diplomatic support of America.

2012-2013: Demonstrations in Turkey caused a few death and some causalities about Turkish citizens.
2013-2014:Israel and Iran decided to make a better diplomacy.
2012-2013: Bashar Hafez al-Assad decided to leak something against military satellite advancements

of some powerful countries.
GOP (last month of 2013 until first month of 2014)

US government shared some secrets to warn federal agents about the after-effects of the shut down,
the agents must be careful about any anarchical activities and about not to let poor families act against the
security of each other in violated areas and locations, the federal government asked the agents to be very
serious about our import and export plans and our economy.
Inside of The White House email you see:
Hey everyone --
It's not exactly a secret that Washington hasn't worked as well as it should. Between the constant gridlock and
partisanship, most people just tune this town out. That was especially true this year when the government
literally shut down.
Yet, even in spite of all that, thanks to the grit of the American people, this country continues to move forward.
After the worst financial crisis since the Great Depression, folks are getting back to work and the economy is
getting stronger.
And late this year, Washington took a cue -- and managed to make some progress itself.
While it's too early to declare a new era of bipartisanship, what we've seen recently is that Washington is
capable of getting things done when it wants to. And there's an opportunity next year for this town to do its job
and make real progress.
Here are just a couple areas where there's been progress made recently -- check them out, and then take a



Here are just a couple areas where there's been progress made recently -- check them out, and then take a

look at our full 2013 year-in-review.
For the first time in years, both parties in Congress came together and passed a budget. This budget doesn't
include everything that everyone wanted -- but our economy will grow a little faster, be a little fairer for middle-
class families, and create more jobs because of it.
Our businesses created 2 million jobs in 2013. That's more than 8 million private-sector jobs in just over 45
months.
The economy is growing. Just last week we learned that, over the summer, our economy grew at 4.1% -- its
strongest pace in almost two years.
We've cut the deficit in half since 2009. That's four years of the fastest deficit reduction since the end of World
War II -- and it means we're improving our nation's long-term fiscal position while strengthening our economy.
We produce more oil in the U.S. than we import from abroad. Thanks to an all-of-the-above strategy, we're
reducing our reliance on foreign oil -- and that means lower energy costs for consumers.
The American auto industry is thriving. Last month, the auto industry added more than fifteen thousand jobs.
And just a few weeks ago, the United States sold its final stake in General Motors.
Americans are getting better health coverage. Since October 1st, more than 1 million Americans have
selected new health insurance plans through the federal and state marketplaces. And millions more are
getting better health care thanks to increased protections and benefits.
There's a little less gridlock in Congress. Leaders in Congress took action so that executive and judicial
nominees (except to the Supreme Court) can be confirmed with a simple majority vote. Now we're filling
critical vacancies, and the government will work better for Americans because of it.
So while the politics in Washington can be frustrating and change takes time, that's no excuse for inaction. In
the New Year, we need to help American businesses continue creating jobs, make sure Americans are ready
for those jobs, and make sure those jobs offer the wages and benefits that give families a fair shot at financial
security.
We also need to look out for those who are searching for a job. Congress needs to extend unemployment
insurance, something we'll be making a priority when members come back to work.
There's a lot of unfinished business, but there are also things we can build on. If you saw some things in this
list that you think more people should know about, then pass them on.
Thanks, and happy holidays.
Dan Pfeiffer
Senior Advisor
The White House.

President Obama Explains the Shutdown:
Yesterday, eight days into the Republican government shutdown, President Obama spoke from the

White House about the need for Republicans in Congress to stop threatening another recession just to
sabotage Obamacare, stop demanding ransom just for doing their jobs, and just vote to reopen the
government. He talked about the toll this shutdown is already taking on our country and the economy, and
warned against the dire consequences of a default if Congress doesn’t act to prevent an economic shutdown.
Keeping the government running and paying the nation’s bills aren’t bargaining chips or a matter of negotiation
– they’re a fundamental part of Congress’s job. Here’s how the President put it yesterday:
"If you're in negotiations around buying somebody's house, you don't get to say, 'Well, let's talk about the price
I'm going to pay, and if you don't give the price then I'm going to burn down your house.' That's not how
negotiations work.... In the same way, members of Congress -- and the House Republicans in particular --
don't get to demand ransom in exchange for doing their jobs. And two of their very basic jobs are passing a
budget and making sure that America is paying its bills."
As the President has made clear -- and the press has reported -- the government could be reopened, today,
with the votes of reasonable Republicans and Democrats if Tea Party Republicans would allow a simple yes-
or-no vote on a Senate-passed compromise bill to fund the United States government. It’s time for Congress
to just vote and end this government shutdown now.

From 2005 to 2014: HRW (Human Rights Watch) decided to increase their support of weak people
(black girls, girls who liked to go to school in Islamic countries where terrorisms don’t let them to do it) instead
of supporting one country and instead of using their budget only for standing against dictator regimes. While I
played some rules, me and HRW was sending some messages to each other about increased violations in
every sides of the earth.

From 2005 to 2014: CIA learned Persian language, slowly. from when I contacted them only one of
them and she only a little knew Persian, when she spoke with me in the company.

After a few assassinations in middle-east, some mullahs decided to infect the waters of America but I
received many information and I shared to our agents (and something more) what caused that we stood guard
against the plans of these mullahs and we saved the life of many Americans.

Google tried to keep its self company, independent, but make a better and safer international



Google tried to keep its self company, independent, but make a better and safer international

diplomacy for everybody.
2007-2009 One of the most powerful brainwashing propagandas by the regime, against the supporters

of the Iranian Green Revolution.
2009-2014: Because of some radical activities of the other political leaders of Iran, Hashemi Rafsanjani

decreased his supports of the regime but it caused that his power decreases also, he decided to submit his
name as one of the candidates to go for Iranian presidential election (in the 2013) but political powers didn’t let
him. He could loose his power after that seriously. Through brightening public opinions, he didn’t loose his
power completely.

19/Oct/2013) I warned our troops about who made some relations and connections with America63

while it’s not such a good relation; 11/Nov/2013) The Yellow Dogs US-Iranian band members got killed
(anyway they shouted to each other and some agents became suspected then these agents did a lot behind
the scene to stop them).

12/Nov/2013) Human Rights Watch told me, we going to stop to cooperate with who causes these kind
of activities!!!

BBC: Yellow Dogs shooting: US-Iranian band members killed in NY 12 November 2013
John Pilger (2013-2014)

Few days after of that I shared pictures of one of the Palestinian and one of the Israeli Child in my
facebook account I talked with John Pilger, then to help my friends in Benz company for free, I shared two
picture of their cars, (from outside view) one of the cars was for one series the other was from another series.
John Pilger told me that I didn't look from this aspect of view. while he was a little kidding but he meant he
prefers he could support Israel more than before, he meant even me for a few years (long ago) didn't do it a lot
also, however its interesting for me what Israeli told me when I was kindly handshaking with one of their
patriots, what Israeli told me about: we will break the hand of whom can harm the person, who gave a
handshaking to me!



During the last two sessions of 2013 I nulled three terror plans (including microbial attacks or explosive
or firearm attacks) to save the life of the US President (Barack Obama’s life).

I gave two schemes/plans about how to make better electromagnetic shields (Faraday Cage) to
maintain natural oxygen for the personals who work there (using Black Body), and I hope to describe you
more about it, later. Its not related to what I told once on a video about these kind of technologies when I was
mentally depressed and when I was not aware of the realities before of the date of the publication of this book!

(Black body)



(Black body curves of Planck for various temperatures and comparison with classical theory of Rayleigh-Jeans)

I gave a scheme/plan about how to find some valuable materials (like gold, etc.) in the other pla___ ,
using Electromagnetic Spectroscopy, and I hope to describe you more about it, later. I don’t have a calm
environmental situation to think about these theories but I think these theories are not such an important
project to waste lots of your times to think about them.



(Spectroscopy)

US plans about the future of the globe what is achievable until 2050:
Increasing women power and freedom and security.
Increasing the knowledge of the public, slowly, about secret communication devices and secret

harassment technologies to decrease the threats what our enemies cause to stop the propagandas against
these technologies about the other countries, who already have access to these kind of technologies.

Helping Israel to expand their boarder, more, in comparison with the other countries, but also
increasing our cooperation with Islamic countries and make a better diplomacy with them.

Some of the regime’s governors during the next few decades (before of 2050) will change and
hopefully their people going to have a different situation.

More people who are living illegally in the United States going to receive US citizenship and through
this method (and tax paying complement system) we going to increase US budget also.

Right now we have all of the selections about how to deal with Iran but probably it wont be an attack “to



Right now we have all of the selections about how to deal with Iran but probably it wont be an attack “to
change the regime” “directly by US government” anyway probably US military allies going to do some actions
to decrease their speed about reaching WMDs.

Soon, the Iranian regime will ask people to increase usage of their internal Interanet network instead of
their current Internet network.

We will make the anti HIV drugs available for people soon or late.
Companies going to distribute enhanced 3D Television with a better quality for peoples. Probably and

only probably vertical flight industry going to increase it’s business about small airplanes and for individual
costumers. Who have physical limits such as who are blind going to have more fun through using recent
technologies.

(UFO made in DARPA)

We going to search for new planets in far space where probably alive creatures exist there. In Europa,
one of the moons of the Jupiter, likewise what I am sure about, there is not any live animal there but while I am
not sure probably there could be some kind of microscopic creatures or maybe not, while scientists are not
sure about that, yet!



(Europa)

America going to facilitate space traveling also for individuals (except of astronauts) and somehow we
going to increase usage of space elevators for space traveling.

(Mars)

Mars One is a non-profit organization based in the Netherlands that has put forward conceptual plans
to establish a permanent human colony on Mars by 2025. The private spaceflight project is led by Dutch
entrepreneur Bas Lansdorp, who announced plans for the Mars One mission in May 2012.



permanent human colony on Mars

permanent human colony on Mars



permanent human colony on Mars

If we accept that the probability (math) of existence of the planets, where live bodies exist there, is like
a graph in Chaos Theory (Continuous probability distribution is required)

While:

Then if:

When x is the diameter of the universe
(While I only mentioned them to give you an imaginable example, so don’t dull your brain while I didn’t use the
General Relativity theory and we will imagine that discretions don’t exist in the graph) so for sure there are live
bodies (whom some of them gained access to our recent technologies or even some of them are more
technological, they are not angry with mankind so much nor decided to attack the others yet). Few days ago I
wrote in my Twitter account that, while there is lots of other planets inside of infinite space, so when our people
going to think about that does the other creatures need more food or a house to stay there or does they need
a better environmental situation to care about their health? During the next years we going to declassify to
everyone about the recent advancements of our telescopes what can show us the smallest particles in far
space.

While knowledge of people in Islamic countries increases (while they wont reach a top level of
advisement, what the people of the western country reached today), we going to have some kind of after-
effects, like what Wikileaks did or like what violated Islamists or terrorisms doing against our homeland
security (because of their brain pattern during the development, starts to look at the problems of the
superpower countries because of they are poor but the others are rich and technological).

We going to have a basic and fundamental change about the terrorism groups what exist yet.
At least during the next seven years, the affections and the power of (some well known) radical

Islamists of Iran going to increase everywhere so more spies in Iran going to get arrested, tortured or die. So I
advise you to support your powerful friends instead of attacking your radical enemies.

While nobody protected me as much as it was necessary to maintain complete security for me during
writing this book (about the second edition of my work, I most note that: I decided to dedicate the second



writing this book (about the second edition of my work, I most note that: I decided to dedicate the second

edition of this book to the US Department of Justice while (for example) I have not received an order from this
department about paying my salary after many years) and even if a few and only a few cooperator agencies of
mine tortured me before while I don’t remember they did (and they are not including the agency and some
humans what I work for them and you have read about them here in this book until know, some agencies who
I only like to mention that if one day I died they could accepted that so sharing any more information here in
this book is not necessary) but to protect their security what will causes that I be able to maintain a satisfiable
level of security for my self so it will causes that I be able to have these privileges to publish this work to public
against terrorism regimes and while staying silent causes a better situation so if any country helped me until
now and even if American agencies used one of their surveillance satellites to protect me against the other
countries terrorisms, while they helped me much more than what I wrote here, it’s so beautiful and nice that
me and who completed reading this book to increase his knowledge, respectfully believe in their kindness and
thanks them. Who without their support nobody going to respect to our peoples life. I don’t know why we are
like the robots who must shoot shoot and kill each other and save our monies, our every one dollars, inside of
our bank accounts! Continuing my educations, improving US international diplomacy and seeing my mother
again is what I hope! However Thanks to all of the personals in America who work hard to increase the
humanity and security and freedom, who without their support nobody would respect to our peoples
life.

Soon DOD (Department of Defense) must protect my life and this agency going to protect my
life inside of America so if any problem happened to me while they are aware of my life threatening
complaints until the last minutes of my life where ever I am so at first this department is responsible
until the related problems of my US immigration hierarchical formal actions done here in Turkey. This
is what I wrote inside of the previous version of the book but then US rejected my visa proposal again,
I slept for nights near a bridge near the street, I slept inside of the Ashti (Aşti) terminal for a while also!

I recommend you to read the acknowledgment of this book for sure once again
and then you look at the head note of Bill Gates at the introduction of this book
to summarize your reading, and also I like to note: during writing this book, IFRC
guide me to add some beautiful parts of my life to this book, without the

support of the IFRC and Interpol (while I hadn’t enough
time to exactly correct the structure of these writings while English language is
not my native language and while it only took a few weeks of my life to write and

complete this book and review it about it’s mistakes) but they helped
me a lot to dedicate this book to the
generations.
One of the most important challenges of mankind is about Reducing Uncertainty___Lt.Peiman Ghasemi

Humanize humanity, human nature and human rights humanly.

Jesus Christ saves us.
I didn’t removed “Aware” word from The WhiteHouse key (Code) to give that “right” to the audience of my
book.
By agent Peiman Ghasemi - Central Intelligence Agency and Human Rights Watch —- 06/06/2014



 



1 (2014/03/20 during a message to US president, I leaked every enemies against him and who was against
his speeches for Iranian Nowruz to him, to stop the threats against him (Obama) and against his supporters in
Iran; it was exactly the new year in Iran (year: 1394), then I temporary resigned, I wrote to White House that: I
had (felt) the best times of my life during cooperating with president Obama, even if US did nothing for me (to
help me). Regards.)

2 

Case Number: 385-13C03723
3 When they was telling me: Even In   Fact  Book
4 I recived this official foreword through a secret communication method similar to a satellite phone contact

through a temporary coded voice message.#EVETGET#from both aspect of view#W H  E N   M A N  K I N D
S U C  C E E D   -   E X  C E P T    O F 2  P S Y  C H O    T I C#WHEN YOU SUCCEED  -  AMERICA
SUCCEEDED

5 I recived this official foreword through a coded and unofficial communication method. so the structure of
the sentances are not exactly typed by USSS like this.

6 I recived this forewords through a coded and a live short top-secret satellite communication method so the
structure of the sentances are not exactly typed by the prisoners like this nor formaly sent to me nor signed. I
also communicated with thei families for a few minutes.

7 Formal Serial Number (Submited in Iranian Red Crescent Society): 87040112809-2
8 I recived this official foreword through a coded and unofficial communication method. so the structure of

the sentances are not exactly typed by NSA like this nor formaly sent to me nor signed. while at first they didn't
like to write it but during the latest parts of writing this book, even they helped me (through some
communication methods), to write a better book for you.

9 De Principatibus / Il Principe by Niccolò Machiavelli - 1532
10 "Intelligence Analysis: A Target-Centric Approach" by Robert M. Clark - 2003
11 "The Road to Serfdom" by Friedrich Hayek - 1944
12 Sun Tzu (also rendered as Sun Zi) was a Chinese military general, strategist and philosopher who lived in

the Spring and Autumn Period of ancient China.
13 2012-6, 2012-8
14 It was about the august 2013. I hope that I don't get seek by cancer, or tumor, later, because of the amount

of the radiations I hope that the American gov. give me the required medications soon.
15 I could write a fiction book then I could write: When you contact the Microsoft your PC talk with you.

Buy ASUS laptops then you going to have a kind girl friend in your home. While Rotten Tomatoes was not in
my twitter followers list but because of everyday communication I was thinking about how to mention their
name but when UNWatch (Regarded to my emails about my bad situation here in Turkey) sang one of the
famous songs of the second world war (when Hitler was governing in Germany), then I decided to mention
both of this companies name. From when I talked with SIS (MI6) because of I was PTSD they are one of the
very few agencies who didn't talk with me (all what I can note about if they talked inside of my brain) which



very few agencies who didn't talk with me (all what I can note about if they talked inside of my brain) which

don't worsen my problems!
16 Big Brother is a fictional character in George Orwell's novel Nineteen Eighty-Four. He is the enigmatic

dictator of Oceania, a totalitarian state wherein the ruling Party wields total power "for its own sake" over the
inhabitants.

In the society that Orwell describes, every citizen is under constant surveillance by the authorities, mainly
by telescreens. The people are constantly reminded of this by the phrase "Big Brother is watching you", the
maxim ubiquitous on display.

Since the publication of Nineteen Eighty-Four, the term "Big Brother" has entered the lexicon as a synonym
for abuse of government power, particularly in respect to civil liberties, often specifically related to mass
surveillance.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Big_Brother_(Nineteen_Eighty-Four)
Nineteen Eighty-four, novel by the English author George Orwell published in 1949 as a warning against

totalitarianism.
http://global.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/415623/Nineteen-Eighty-four
George Orwell, pseudonym of Eric Arthur Blair (born 1903, Motīhāri, Bengal, India—died Jan. 21, 1950,

London), English novelist, essayist, and critic famous for his novels Animal Farm (1945) and Nineteen Eighty-
four (1949), the latter a profound anti-Utopian novel that examines the dangers of totalitarian rule.

http://global.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/433643/George-Orwell
17 What they declassified to public:
To May 2010, environmental samples confirmed that both enrichment plants were operating as declared,

FEP producing less than 5.0% enrichment. However, in February 2010 about 1950 kg of low-enriched uranium
from FEP was taken to PFEP.

In June 2010 the AEOI announced that it planned to build four new research reactors for production of
medical isotopes, including a 20 MW one to replace TRR when its operational life finishes in 15 years. This
plan would justify production of more 20%-enriched uranium at Natanz, which gives rise to international
concern.

http://www.world-nuclear.org/info/Country-Profiles/Countries-G-N/Iran/
18 Stoning, or lapidation, is a form of capital punishment whereby a group throws stones at a person until

death ensues. No individual among the group can be identified as the one who kills the subject, yet everyone
involved plainly bears some degree of moral culpability. This is in contrast to the case of a judicial executioner.
Slower than other forms of execution, stoning is a form of execution by torture.

Stoning remains a legal form of judicial punishment in Iran, Qatar, Mauritania, Saudi Arabia, Somalia,
Sudan, Yemen, Northern Nigeria,Terengganu in Malaysia, Aceh in Indonesia, United Arab Emirates, and
Pakistan. Stonings after legal procedures have been reported only in Iran and Somalia; although several other
countries practice extrajudicial stoning, while several others have sentenced people to death by stoning, but
have not carried out the sentences.

19 Islamic Revolution, Iran Chamber.
http://www.iranchamber.com/history/islamic_revolution/islamic_revolution.php

The World Factbook Middle East :: Iran Introduction

Iranian Revolution of 1978-79 -- Encyclopedia Britannica
http://global.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/909256/Iranian-Revolution-of-1978-79
20 Reference/Serial Number: 87040112809-2 (submitted in red crescent society of Esfahan-Iran)
21 Twitter account: In the Pentagon @InthePentagon
What has 5 sides, clean lines, and a budgeting problem?
Washington, DC
22 Twitter accounts: Army Words @ArmyWords - CovertAffairs France @CovertAffairsHW covert-

affairs.hypnoweb.net - PublicHealthCommand @USAPHC phc.amedd.army.mil/home/ - @danpgabriel fmr.
Central Intelligence Agency officer; Insurgencies - foreign and domestic Hollywood · ow.ly/t1iRk - Mlitary in
Germany @ILinGerMmany militaryingermany.com - MilitaryConnection @TheGoToSite
militaryconnection.com - @AZWS azweaponsite.com - Veteran Ventures @VeteranVenture - Jobs In Congress
@jobsincongress

23 Twitter accounts: IsraeliVeteran @IsraeliVeteran - Israel Forever @GodBlessIsrael
http://proisrael.tumblr.com/  proisraelforever.com - Step Up For Israel @StepUpForIsrael stepupforisrael.com -
Russian Jews @WorldForumRJ wfrj.org - IDF GOLANI SNIPER @AndrewGatward

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Big_Brother_(Nineteen_Eighty-Four
http://global.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/415623/Nineteen-Eighty-four
http://global.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/433643/George-Orwell
http://www.world-nuclear.org/info/Country-Profiles/Countries-G-N/Iran/
http://www.iranchamber.com/history/islamic_revolution/islamic_revolution.php
http://global.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/909256/Iranian-Revolution-of-1978-79
http://t.co/u7igok09wc" \t "_blank
http://t.co/hqvVwd7oKr" \o "http://militaryingermany.com" \t "_blank
http://t.co/bn0IduGI8F" \t "_blank
https://twitter.com/AZWS
http://t.co/0ZMGgea6PL" \o "http://proisrael.tumblr.com/" \t "_blank
http://t.co/fuguQnf8MF" \t "_blank
http://t.co/KBFC1yOcq0" \o "http://www.stepupforisrael.com/" \t "_blank


Russian Jews @WorldForumRJ wfrj.org - IDF GOLANI SNIPER @AndrewGatward
acaciafreedomfighters.blogspot.com

24 Twitter accounts: Human Rights  @IntHumanRights - ASDNews.com @ASDNewscom Aerospace and
Defense News - Billionaire Magazine @BillionMagazine thebillionairemagazine.com - Digital Diplomacy
@digidiplo - Social In Detroit @SocialINDetroit - CSMonitor.com The Christian Science Monitor @csmonitor
- USA Made Movement @USA_Movement themadeinamericamovement.com -Fulham News @Fulham_FFC -
Fulham FC News @FFC__News - @UStheStrongest - Tea Party Patriots @TPPatriots - Strong America
@strongamerica2 - HR Future Magazine @HRFuturemag - Iran at UN HRC @Iran_UN_HRC iranhrc.net -
Blogs of War @BlogsofWar - @CrinaBoros - Hezbollah Watch @HezbollahWatch - cyberwar @cyberwar -
American Hero Radio @AmerHeroesRadio

25 Twitter account: @PeimanGhasemi
URL: https://twitter.com/PeimanGhasemi
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/peyman.ghasemi.58
26 That Robert M. Clark introduced in his book "Intelligence Analysis: A Target-Centric Approach" in 2003
27 And when they showed the president's picture with a shout-gun in his hands (while lots of VIPs doing this

kind of trainings) they caused a shame on him.
28 During that moment of time I was working in an Internet Coffe in Mojtame-e-Park; Iran. During that

moment of time after the contact then they (The BBC Persian) contacted me and ridicule me and insulted on me
a  and bothered me.

29 by John le Carré
30 and also the describtion of this activities will cause that they sell me to each other and they will torture

me.
31 2008-2010
32 Some people who haven't learn how to read a text exactly or ADHD people, now going to imagine that all

of the problems about what I wrote and  you are reading right now, in the parenthesis, about my past mental
situation, happened to me because of what CIA did, but as I wrote there, only a few percent (at most 10%) it
worsened my mental problems.

33 MISIRI
34 "Iran: Time for a New Approach"
Publisher: Council on Foreign Relations Press (March 1, 2004)
The product of an independent Task Force chaired by Zbigniew Brzezinski, President Carter’s national

security adviser, and Robert M. Gates, director of central intelligence during the George H.W. Bush
administration.

35 I mean Hindu race came from India, but Hindu is (recently) an idom  what politician use to describe
many (previous) Islamic leaders of the middle east, exept of does their race came from india or not

36 "The Satanic Verses" by Sir Ahmed Salman Rushdie - 1988
37 It’s not completely declassifiable. I used the “Supporter” word instead of “personal” to gave you a brief

scheme only.
38 boo. whoo. hoo. bow
39 They ment Obama is dictator.
40 They wanted to insult on CIA and they told: CIA cooperators are terrorisems. what they told is not

completely declassifiable yet.
41 ahh. ooh. etc.
42 We are devoted to Iran (Iranian Mullahs in fact).
43 Khanomagha Mazrooie
44 The attack on the British Embassy in Iran - on 29 November 2011

http://edition.cnn.com/2011/11/30/world/europe/uk-iran-demonstrations/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2011_attack_on_the_British_Embassy_in_Iran

45 The capital city of Iran.
46 Jamshid Lashkariyani
47 Farshad Ghasemi
48 Mostafa Ahmadi-Roshan
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mostafa_Ahmadi-Roshan

https://twitter.com/IntHumanRights
https://twitter.com/BillionMagazine
https://twitter.com/digidiplo
https://twitter.com/digidiplo
https://twitter.com/Fulham_FFC
https://twitter.com/FFC__News
https://twitter.com/UStheStrongest
https://twitter.com/BlogsofWar
https://twitter.com/BlogsofWar
http://twitter.com/CrinaBoros" \\t "_blank
https://twitter.com/cyberwar
https://twitter.com/cyberwar
https://twitter.com/PeimanGhasemi
https://www.facebook.com/peyman.ghasemi.58
http://edition.cnn.com/2011/11/30/world/europe/uk-iran-demonstrations/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2011_attack_on_the_British_Embassy_in_Iran
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mostafa_Ahmadi-Roshan


49 

50 I don't have a privilege to declassify more information yet and I prefer to respect to my medal.
51 Because of the last US presidential election after effects - because of aiding CIA - etc.
52 Guerrillas are some kind of agents who work as militia, (partisans whom attack their enemies while they

have a minimum organizational communications with each other).
53 Mr. M. Jerban - also later during the latest weeks of writting this book one of the Christian brothers Mr.

M. Kiani asked me to stay in my own home for a while, I remember once after eating dinner what they cooked
while he was so tired he even asked me to let him to wash the dish and spoon what I used.

54 Ms. N. Amir-esmaieli
55 Secret coded satellite message what they sent for me in Nide - Turkey
56 here you can see one of our codes what I broke for you:

Just you do it (This code is related to my first contacts with America)
CIA to me: "We will be do" Whatever we can but it will be late
Whatever do Can But It Will Be Late
But "It Will" Be Late ---> "We Will Be do" --->
Late(r) "do Whatever do" Can
Late(r) do Whatever Can
Don't forget: But (it --> his) "will" be late:
Late(r) I will do Whatever (I) can (and) want
So reverse:
Can later do what ever we can

And it’s another codes of CIA (in 2013), what is not about helping me (and I don’t have the right to describe
about some bad problems what happened) but they was communicating when they approved as a secret agent
of America:

Let me pink about that. Let me blink about that.
57 Eagle (Oghab) poem, by Dr. Parviz Natel Khanlari
58 http://www.veteranventures.org/author/peiman/
59 Mr. Aidin Nakhlband

http://www.veteranventures.org/author/peiman/
http://www.veteranventures.org/author/peiman/
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61 E-5: 
62 :-) our boys    even inform

63 




